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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
APRIL 2010
This is my penultimate Of Mind & Heart. My mother taught me the meaning of "penultimate." She was a great musician. She told me the penultimate
measure in a score of music was the second to the last one. When my dad referred to the penultimate measure, I knew I wanted nothing to do with
the ultimate measure. I might get sappy in my final M&H, so I'll use this penultimate one to answer a question I've been asked often. "Have you had
second thoughts about leaving the presidency of Whitworth?" No. The signs are clear. For example, the other day, I needed a jacket for cool, not
cold, weather. I found two cold-weather jackets hanging on the hook Bonnie has allocated for my entire outdoor wardrobe. I couldn't remember if
I owned a cool-weather jacket (sign: failing memory). So I wondered if some guest had left a nice jacket in our front closet that I had not yet "ap-
propriated" (signs: we might be entertaining too much, and I'm turning into a thief). Well, lucky me. Someone did leave a light black leather jacket
in our closet (sign: we are for sure entertaining too much). I tried it on and found out it was too big (sign: I'm shriveling up). I didn't really care that
it was too big (sign: I'm right around the corner from walking out of the house in plaid pants, a striped shirt and a madras sport coat). So, if you find
yourself asking two questions when you next see me — "Why is he wearing a black leather bathrobe?" and "What in the heck did I do with my black
leather jacket?" — you can claim your coat and skip the third question about why I am leaving the presidency. It's obvious.
ACADEMICS
The eighth annual Spokane Intercollegiate Research Conference
will be held at Gonzaga April 24. Graduate and undergraduate students
from Whitworth, Gonzaga and Eastern Washington will present their
academic work to an audience of peers and faculty members. Many
Whitworth students will be presenting, including chemistry students who
have worked on research projects with Deanna Ojennus, on "Machine
Learning Protein Design" (Brant Woodruff and Alexander Hymel);
"Oral Delivery of Heavy Metals with Titanate" (Chase Talbot); and
"Essential Structures of V-ATPase E and G" (Kirsten Khoe, Jeff Kintner,
Cameron Stroyan, and Jared Vogel).
We have two notable exhibits of students' art this month. Juniors
will display their works in deFINEart, this year's edition of our third-
year students' annual show, from April 13-23 in the Lied Center for the
Visual Arts. The opening reception is on April 13 from 5-7 p.m. in the
Bryan Oliver Gallery. We will also host the fine work of our seniors from
April 27 until May 15, with the opening reception on April 27 from
5-7 p.m. Please join us.
Tim Dolan (Weyerhaeuser Center) contributed a chapter, "Making
Sense of Ministry: A Clergy Cluster Project," to a recent book, A
Lifelong Call to Learn: Continuing Education for Religious Leaders. It was
published this winter (Alban Institute, 2010).
We'll host many excellent speakers and artists this month. Laurie
Lamon, '78 (English), will read poetry on April 16 at 7 p.m.; Betty
Williams (Education) will deliver the annual Lindaman Chair Lecture
— addressing "Best Outcomes for Students with Asperger Syndrome and
High-Functioning Autism," on April 21 at 7:30 p.m.; Anthony Clark
(History) will deliver the Great Decisions Lecture, "China's 'Great Unity':
U.S.-China Relations on the New Global Horizon," on April 22 at 7:30
p.m.; and best-selling author and Chapman Endowed Reader Jess Walter
will read from his works on April 23 at 7 p.m. All of these events are in
the Robinson Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser Hall. For a complete
list of events, see www.whitworth.edu/events.
School of Education faculty members Kathryn Picanco, Debbie Tully
and Ann Teberg have been working with representatives from Gonzaga,
WSU, and EWU to implement the co-teaching model, where mentor
teachers and student teachers teach together in the classroom. Kathryn,
Debbie and Ann are founding members of the Eastern Washington
Co-Teaching Leadership Team.
In early March, Brad Sago (Marketing) presented his research, "The
Changing Attitudes and Expectations of Parents of Collegiate Ath-
letes," at the 2010 International Conference on Sport and Society in
Vancouver, B.C. I suspect March Madness offered the ideal frame for a
presentation of Brad's research.
In March, piano students of Music Professor Judith Schoepflin partici-
pated in the week-long Washington State Music Teachers Adjudica-
tions. Sarah Clark, Rose Halcomb, Mac Merchant, Adam Ohlson and
Amy Watts were selected for their outstanding performances and were
chosen to perform in the Collegiate Honors Recital held at Gonzaga.
Faculty members are engaged in some interesting sabbatical work
this term. Marc Hafso (Music) is composing and arranging folk songs,
spirituals and original compositions for various Whitworth choirs. John
Larkin (Physics) is researching photodynamic therapy, a light-activated
cancer treatment. Randy Michaelis, '70 (Education), is examining
middle-class norms in teaching, and developing some workshop materials
for teachers in schools with high poverty rates. Corliss Slack (History) is
conducting research for her book on shrines from the medieval British
Crusades. Pete Tucker, '91 (Computer Science), is writing an undergraduate
textbook for software quality assurance and taking care of his and Jane's
new baby, Meredith Anne, who showed up last month.
ADMISSIONS
All admitted students need to submit their deposits soon! May 1 is the
deadline, and we usually have to enforce that date rigidly. Whitworth
is an amazing community. Scholarship and relationships come together
here like at no other school I have seen. I'm excited for all the incoming
freshmen who will enter into an incredible four years.
In May and June, the financial aid office will e-mail 2010-11 renewal
award notifications to current students. The priority deadline to file the
FAFSA for need-based financial aid is May 1. Academic scholarships are
renewed automatically (if all criteria are met).
STUDENT LIFE
March was filled with many excellent student-led programs, including
the traditional Warren Peace talent show, with all proceeds going to char-
ity. Spring Break gave students a lot of options for travel. Outdoor Rec
took students backpacking and rafting on the Olympic Peninsula, and
Service-Learning and ASWU sponsored missions trips to Jamaica and
Louisiana. More than 100 student leaders were hired this month for next
year, and now ASWU begins the election process for leaders for 2010-11.
RESOURCES
Whitworth Fund fact: Although much of The Whitworth Fund is con-
tributed by caring people who make giving decisions as they go, a part of
the fund is pledged annually. Bonnie and I make annual pledges and then
use payroll deductions to fulfill our commitment. To date, Whitworth
holds unfulfilled pledges to TWF for more than $190,000. Because our
fiscal year ends in June, we're really counting on the fulfillment of those
gifts in the next few months. If your pledge is part of that amount, you
can send your gift to the university or you can fulfill your pledge online
at www.whitworth.edu/give.
ATHLETICS
The swimming seasons came to an outstanding end at the 2010 NCAA
Division III championship meet, in Minneapolis. All seven Pirates
scored, either individually or on a relay. Senior Natalie Turner became
the first woman in Northwest Conference history to score in all 12 of
her career events at the NCAA championships. And sophomore Rory
Buck finished second in the 200- and third in the 100-yard breaststroke.
The men's basketball team reached the NCAA Div. III Sweet Sixteen
for the second time. The Pirates finished 26.3, setting school records
for winning percentage and consecutive victories (25). Senior Nate
Montgomery was named to the D3hoops.com and NABC All-America
teams. Jim Hayford was chosen as the West Region Coach of the Year.
The track and field teams are already well on their way to an outstand-
ing outdoor season. Emmanuel Bofa broke his own school record in the
800 with a 1:48.69, which leads the nation and is one of the fastest Div. III
times ever. Ron Whitley has qualified for nationals in the discus and
hammer throw. Erica Cox broke her own school record in the hammer.
The women's tennis team is well on its way to a second straight NWC title.
During the last week, the team has defeated three regionally ranked teams, all
on the road. Rachel Burns is having an all-conference kind of season as the No.
1 singles player, posting a 13-3 record. (She is also a good doubles player, which
is why she often invites my friend and me to play against her and anyone with
a pulse for what can only be described as target practice.)
The men's tennis team has already made one huge breakthrough, posting
its first win since 1991 over traditional power Pacific Lutheran. The Pirates are
in line for a high seed at the NWC tournament, and the team could finish as
high as second in the NWC this season. Michael Shelton has been strong at
No. 1 singles. The tennis bubble has made a huge difference in the success of
our tennis teams.
The softball team won eight straight games over spring break to bounce back
from a rough start and reach the .500 mark this season. Junior Jessica Mangis
tossed back-to-back three-hit shutouts during the winning streak, and freshman
Jamie Brunner is hitting over .400.
The baseball team has played well in the NWC. Junior Kyle Krustangel leads
the team in batting average, slugging average, extra base hits and RBIs. C.J. Perry
and Jake Hanley have moved into the starting pitching rotation and have posted
ERAs below 2.00 during March. Last weekend the guys took two of three games
at Linfield, a perennial national powerhouse.
The golf teams will be playing their first major tournaments on April 10-11
at the NWC Spring Classics. The women hope to challenge for the NWC title
again this year, while the men compete for a title they held 2005-07.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
We'll be welcoming our newest group of alumni during the Senior Send-Off
Dinner, nn April 29. TrigfithPr with rareer services, the Whitworth Office of
Alumni & Parent Relations will celebrate the members of the Class of 2010 as
they enter their last few weeks as Whitworth students and take their place in
the lifelong family of Whitworth alumni.
Commencement Weekend reunions are just around the corner for members of
the classes of 1950 and 1960. All alumni who graduated in 1959 and earlier are
invited to join us on campus the weekend of May 14-16. There's still time to register
for this great weekend of celebration, but don't delay. Visit www.whitworth.edu/
reunions or contact the alumni office at 509.777.3799 or alumni@whitworth.edu.
Registration is now open for the classes of 1963-67, who are invited to campus
June 25-27 for the Mid-'60s Reunion. We'd love to see you on campus for a
wonderful weekend of reconnection. (I suspect Kathy Koopmans Neir, '64, has
already tracked you down.). The main banquet will be held on Saturday night,
and I will be speaking at breakfast on Saturday as well as giving my last sermon
as Whitworth's president on Sunday morning. To register online, visit www.
whitworth.edu/mid60s.
The brochures make it sound like I have one foot in the grave, but what our
communications folks are calling my Last Gasp Tour is mostly a chance to
visit folks in Southern California (May 26), Northern California (May 27),
Portland (June 3), and Seattle (June 6). I'd love to see you there. Cost for each
event is $10 to help offset expenses. To register online, visit www.whitworth.
edu/presidentsreceptions.
Alumni, parents and friends are invited to have lunch, dinner and a day on
the golf course in Spokane or Seattle, in support of Whitworth Pirate athletics.
The annual Whitworth Golf Classic will take place at the Spokane Country Club
on Friday, June 4, with 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. shotgun starts. The Westside Classic
is scheduled for a 2 p.m. shotgun start on Monday, June 7, at the Golf Club at
Newcastle. Contact Susan Meyer (509.777.3224, or susanmeyer@whitworth.edu)
for registration information for either tournament.
MISCELLANEOUS
We're publishing an updated version of history professor and Whitworth
historian Dale Soden's Whitworth history book, first printed for our centen-
nial in 1990. It will include more than 75 additional pages and 200 new photos
covering the last 20 years, and you'll be able to pick up your copy in the bookstore
and online (www.whitworth.edu/bookstore) after mid-May.
We invite you to enjoy a week of spiritual renewal with fellow clergy and laity
by joining us July 12-16 for the 35th annual Whitworth Institute of Ministry.
Worship will be led each evening by Princeton Theological Seminary Homiletics
Professor Luke Powery — one of The African American Pulpit's "20 to Watch," who
is known for incorporating mad vocal chops, poignant cultural references, and
expressions of the African Diaspora into his renowned preaching. The daily Bible
hour will be led by Andy Dearman, director of Fuller Theological Seminary's
Houston branch and a respected theologian who has taught on four continents.
Other featured speakers include pastors and Whitworth trustees Peter Barnes,
Kathy Goodrich and Jim Singleton, along with Whitworth professors Jim Ed-
wards and Ben Brady. I will lead the communion and commissioning service to
conclude the week. We'd love to host you on Whitworth's beautiful campus this
summer. To register for WIM, visit www.whitworth.edu/wim. For more informa-
tion, contact Toni Sutherland at tsutherland@whitworth.edu or 509.777.4345
I have just republished my first book, Leading Peole from the Middle: the  
Universal Mission of Heart and Mind. I've edited, updated and shortened the
2002 edition. Unlike Incarnate Leadership, this is not a faith-oriented book. In it,
I have attempted to use the past century's most influential leadership theories to
explain the effectiveness of 21st-century leaders and organizations. Of course, I
use a lot of personal stories that involve Whitworth, so Pirate readers will smile
knowingly. I've also been faithful to my own voice. I'm not exactly sure what that
means, but people say the book sounds like me. You can get it from Amazon.com
now, and it will be available in our bookstore in mid-April.
I hope Lent has been rich for those of you who celebrate this special time. In
chapel this semester we are looking at the "I am" statements in John. Yesterday,
something struck me when I thought about God instructing Moses to tell the
Israelites, "I AM sent you." At that time, the only definition for God was God.
God was above explanation; no metaphor was adequate. During this Holy Week,
I have been meditating on the shock of what turned out to be the consummate
definition of God — God incarnate, Jesus of Nazareth. When Jesus was arrested,
he asked who the soldiers were looking for. "Jesus of Nazareth," they replied. Jesus
said, "I AM," and the words and the shock and the contrast and the moment
jolted them flat on their backs. And you know what happened then. Who could
have imagined such a loving God?
indeart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
FEBRUARY 2010
When did strategic become the adjective for everything? It feels like that word has become a synonym for good, although I've yet to hear a parent say, "You're a
strategic little boy." Actually, I think I might have been one of those little boys. When my mother let me choose my bed, I chose the one by the heat register. Not
only did it keep me warm, but it also served as a thermometer warmer, providing me the number I needed to qualify for being too sick to go to school. That was
a strategic choice. Technically, strategic refers to a course of action that leads to a desired outcome. This morning in opening convocation I talked about a king
who made a non-strategic decision. When Josiah was in his eighth year as king and was only 24 years old, a priest discovered the lost Book of the Law. Josiah was
appalled to learn how far Judah had drifted from God, and he was fearful about the consequential punishment that was coming. So he checked with a prophetess
to see if it was too late to repent. The word came back from God. "Good for you, Josiah. You have torn your robes and wept remorsefully in my presence, but I'm
not changing my mind about the punishment." So what did Josiah do? He gathered all the people and led them in a collective pledge to follow God's laws. That
was not a "strategic" move. The outcome's die had been cast. Josiah obeyed the law because it was pleasing to God, not because it was strategic. We need to teach
our students to think strategically, but we also need to teach them that good strategy is not the ultimate criterion for choosing a course of action. We need to lift
up leaders who let conscience and morality drive their decisions — leaders like Queen Esther. She did the right thing instead of the expedient thing and declared,
"If I perish, I perish." Our students have what it takes to be moral leaders. Pray that God gives them the strength and we give them the wisdom to submit all their
strategies to the high test of God's pleasure.
ACADEMICS
Spring semester began with the Faculty Scholarship Celebration Luncheon.
In 2008-09, more than two-thirds of our faculty engaged in scholarship that was
published, presented or performed. You can find the entire list of their good work
on our website at www.whitworth.eduffacultyscholarship.
Whitworth will host some great visitors for our Speakers St Artists Series.
On Feb. 12, Linda Hogan, the Chickasaw Nation's writer-in-residence, will
read from her work. The event begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre. February will also feature the second annual Leonard Oakland Film
Festival (Feb. 18-20), as well as our close friend Ron White, one of the leading
Abraham Lincoln scholars in the world, on Feb. 24. For a complete list of events,
see www.whitworth.edu/events.
"Art + Text," a traveling exhibit from the international organization Chris-
tians in the Visual Arts, will run Feb. 23-April 1 in the Bryan Oliver Gallery
of our Lied Center for the Visual Arts. The exhibit features works in a variety
of media created by artists as a way to express their personal attitudes, opinions
and faith. Join us for an opening reception Feb. 23 at 5 p.m. in the Oliver Gallery.
Three students have been selected by the George Nethercutt Foundation to
serve in its 2010 Fellowship Program. Callie Gordon, '12, Aaron Korthuis, '12,
and Hannah White, '11, will attend seminars and academic forums and complete
an internship as part of this leadership-training opportunity in Washington,
D.C. What a great place for an internship!
Physics student Sean McGuire, '10, won an award last semester for present-
ing his research on optical diagnostics of plasma confinement for fusion at
the 51st Annual Meeting of the Division of Plasma Physics of the American
Physical Society.
It's a go! The Costa Rica Center will become a thriving part of Whitworth
life in fall 2010. We've begun taking applications for this semester-long experi-
ence. Two members of our Spanish faculty, Lindy Scott and Dinorah Scott, will
run the CRC: Lindy will direct the center and teach Core 350, and Dinorah
will oversee the teaching of Spanish.
While some traveled the world in Jan Term, most students studied on cam-
pus. Here are a few samples of campus classes featuring experiential learning:
Casey Andrews (English) taught Church Drama. His students studied medieval
mystery plays and contemporary liturgical drama. They also performed a play,
And They Danced, about the raising of Lazarus. Brooke Kiener, '99 (Theatre),
taught Theatre in Community, in which Whitworth students mentored students
at Deer Park Middle School through a playwriting process. When America's
best figure skaters came to Spokane this January to compete for spots on the
U.S. Winter Olympics Team, they met a group of Whitworth athletic-training
students and faculty (Russ Richardson, Health Sciences) that helped provide
them with medical care throughout the competition. Heather Rogers (Business)
taught Occupational Fraud and Abuse and participated in an IRS criminal-
investigation exercise. Students, accompanied by IRS special agents, worked
to solve real-world fraud cases dealing with racetrack gambling, tax evasion,
embezzlement, and an unscrupulous tax-return preparer. Brad Sago (Business)
taught Marketing (St Consulting, in which students worked on a project for an
ice cream company that donates a portion of its profits to Special Olympics.
Noel Wescombe (Psychology) taught Sleep and Dreams, during which students
conducted research on themselves on sleep-related issues. Interesting stuff!
Corey Dugan, '11, was awarded a scholarship to study in Seville, Spain, this
spring. Awbrey Gilliam, '11, and Jordon Keller, '11, received Gilman scholar-
ships to study in Spain and Argentina, respectively, in the spring.
Pearson Education's update of its Business in Action textbook includes a story
about Marina Turningrobe, a student in Whitworth Continuing Studies'
Organizational Management Program. The book's "Entrepreneurship" chapter
features Marina's website which illustrates the story of Sister Sky, her company,
which makes natural bath and body products based on recipes and natural plant
knowledge handed down from generation to generation of Native Americans.
This spring Whitworth Theatre will present its main-stage production, Is He
Dead? A NEW Comedy by Mark Twain. Adapted by David Ives and directed
by Rick Hornor, '70, the play, which will be presented March 5, 6, 12, and 13 at
8 p.m. and March 7 at 2 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium, was discovered in 2002 in
the Mark Twain papers at Bancroft Library, U.C. Berkeley. The finder believed
that "this delightfully ebullient play . . . deserved to be rescued from the obscu-
rity in which it has languished for more than a century." Whitworth Theatre
looks forward to sharing this great find with you. Admission is $8 general; $7 for
students and senior citizens.
Children and workers displaced from an orphanage destroyed in Haiti's
earthquake have been embraced by the Whitworth community. Whitworth's
Center for Service-Learning & Community Engagement is coordinating fund-
raising efforts on campus and in the Spokane community to provide food, water,
medical supplies and shelter to the Three Angels Orphanage, School and Medical
Clinic, in Port Au Prince. Mitchell Flinn, '10, an MBA student at Whitworth,
worked with the Three Angels Orphanage (www.threeangelshaiti.org) in 2007
and has been in regular communication with his contacts there. The children in
the orphanage have been evacuated to the U.S., and Three Angels will continue
to minister to the thousands of orphans who remain in Haiti.
Physics can be phast. Ask physics major Travis Motley, '13, whose propulsion
labs is Toyota Speedway Racetrack, in Irwindale, Calif. Driving a400-horsepower,
2,900-lb. car, Travis finished 12th last week in the biggest short-track race in the
country — the NASCAR Toyota All-Star Showdown, known as the Daytona 500
of short-track racing — in front of a national TV. audience.
Iraqi Hussam Al-Khalidy will present the first lecture in the 53rd annual Great
Decisions Lecture Series at Whitworth University. Al-Khalidy will present
"A Life of Struggle in Iraq" on Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in Weyerhaeuser Hall. "His
experiences and point of view will help us understand some of the major foreign
policy issues in Iraq and the surrounding region," says Patrick Van Inwegen, as-
sociate professor of political science at Whitworth.
ADMISSIONS/ENROLLMENT
Our financial aid office is beginning to review files for new freshmen and
transfer students for 2010-11. New students who have filed the FAFSA by
the March 1 deadline will begin receiving their financial aid awards in March.
Continuing students who meet the May 1 deadline for submitting the renewal
FAFSA (www.fafsa.ed.gov) will receive their awards electronically in May and
June. Academic scholarships are renewed automatically.
STUDENT LIFE
Student life is gearing up for the hiring of student leaders and for annual elec-
tions. It's a long haul, but we get great student leaders every year, so it's worth the
time. February begins with Gospel Explosion, an amazing evening of music from
local gospel choirs, with all proceeds going to help Kelvin Garner, a student who
was seriously injured last fall and who continues to need medical assistance. The
month also features the annual Soul Food Dinner, where you'll find down-home
southern cooking prepared by our own Stephy Beans (Student Life), Valentine's
parties, athletics, and a two-weekend presentation by Portland pastor John Mark
Comer on the theme of love. Student life will also be presenting the Women of
Wisdom Conference, at which several speakers and panels will address issues
germane to college-age women.
ATHLETICS
The men's basketball team is 17-2, has won 16 games in a row and is ranked
No. 10 in the nation in the latest D3hoops.com poll. The Pirates are currently in
first place and have a two-game lead in the Northwest Conference over Linfield.
Nate Montgomery is the team's leading scorer and rebounder, Eric Beal is second
in the NWC in assists per game, and David Riley is second in the conference in
both three-point percentage and three-pointers per game.
The Pirate women are 10-9 overall and 6-4 in the NWC after winning their
last four contests. The winning streak has moved the Bucs into a tie for third
place in the NWC standings. Cassie Pilkinton leads the team in scoring and
rebounding, and Leah Pomante is second in the NWC in assists-to-turnover ratio.
Both swimming teams finished-the NWC dual-meet schedule with 7-0- re-
cords. The men's team has won 71 NWC dual meets in a row, an undefeated
stretch of 11 seasons. The women have their own streak of 28 NWC dual wins
in a row, stretching back over the last four seasons. Whitworth's men are aim-
ing for their 8th consecutive NWC title, while the women hope to reclaim the
crown they won in 2008. Natalie Turner is the three-time NWC Outstanding
Women's Swimmer of the Meet, while Michael Woodward is the reigning NWC
Outstanding Men's Swimmer of the Meet.
The track and field teams have begun their indoor seasons in earnest. Jeff
Kintner has already posted NCAA Div. III provisional qualifying marks in the
shot put, in which he finished third at last season's national championship meet.
The tennis teams have played one match each — the women at NCAA
Div. I Eastern Washington, and the men against NAIA power Lewis-Clark
State. The seasons get into full swing this month, with NWC matches
beginning the weekend of Feb. 12-14.
Baseball will open its season this week with a three-game series at L.A.'s
Occidental College, Dan Ramsay is beginning his second season as coach of
the Pirates.
RESOURCES
Whitworth Fund Fact: I have noticed that a growing number of young alumni
are making monthly contributions to The Whitworth Fund. It makes me feel
great to see their names on the contributions lists every month. The best imagin-
able parting gift to Bonnie and me would be a monster spike in the number of
monthly givers who've joined me on the commencement stage.
Many of you will receive a letter from me via e-mail regarding our new
science initiative. This project, the first phase of which is the new biology/
chemistry building currently under construction, is the largest and possibly the
most important academic project ever undertaken at Whitworth. If you don't
receive the message via e-mail, please read it online at www.whitworth.edu/
scienceinitiative/presidentsletterhtm, or contact our institutional advancement
folks at development@whitworth.edu or 800.532.4668 to request that a copy be
mailed to you. Thanks!
ALUMNI
February is Heritage Month, when we celebrate the 120th anniversary of our
founding with a series of special events and programs. All of the details are at
www.whitworth.edu/heritagemonth, but I can tell you that a new art show, the
annual Gospel Explosion concert, several readings and lectures, and the second
annual Leonard A. Oakland Film Festival will round out a full program for
.stuclents and community_alike.
Whitworth alumni, parents and friends are invited to gather together for des-
sert prior to the March 6 production of Is He Dead? A NEW Play by Mark
Twain, which I described earlier in this newsletter. Director Rick Hornor, '70,
will share the inside scoop on the production of the play and the fascinating
story of its discovery and adaptation for modern audiences. The dessert begins
at 6:45 p.m. and the play follows at 8 p.m. Reserve your spot at www.whitworth.
edu/alumnievents.
The details are coming together for the mid-'60s reunion (classes of '63-'67),
June 25-27. This will probably be my last event as Whitworth's president, which
is fitting because I love this group of alumni. Registration information will be out
this month, and you can always check www.whitworth.edu/mid60s for the most
up-to-date information. We look forward to seeing you on campus!
Members of the classes of 1950 and 1960, as well as all alumni who graduated
in 1959 and earlier, are invited to join us on campus during Commencement
Weekend (May 14-16) fora reunion celebration. The class of 1950 will be honored
at the 50+ reunion luncheon on Saturday, May 15. The class of 1960 will also
have a reunion dinner and program the evening of May 15. If you're coming
from out of town, be sure to secure your lodging soon. For available hotels, visit
www.whitworth.edukeunions or contact the alumni office at 509.777.3799 or
alumni@whitworth.edu.
Once again, I got all wound up in my opening salvo and exhausted my word
count. So, I wish all of you the peace of Christ and a happy Valentine's Day.
Ind& heart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
JANUARY 2010
I can't imagine it being any quieter. New Year's Eve usually means noisemakers, both human and otherwise. But now, just hours from 2010, I am sitting here in absolute
silence. I am also sitting here in relative silence, because most of my beloved noisemakers just left our snow-shrouded cabin. So I peck at my laptop in the stillness.
Not more than 20 feet away, a little guy sleeps while his parents devour coveted alone-time. But is he really sleeping? Or is he bluffing? He probably closed his eyes
so he could concentrate on ways to make a shambles out of all this tranquility. He's lucky I've given him a lifetime pass to bother me. Maybe he'll help prepare me
for next year. On this New Year's Eve I am aware that 2010 holds many promises, but tranquility is not one of them. Our campus will welcome the arrival of a new
president, witness the rise of a new science building, and join in the launch of a five-year strategic plan. In its 120th year, Whitworth looks to take giant steps in
building upon its venerable history. But the length of those steps depends on our resolve. New year's resolutions won't be enough. Reaching our potential will require
a fierce commitment to our mission of honoring God, following Christ and serving humanity. We must give tireless, united and uncompromising service to our high
ideals of faithful hearts and curious minds. I believe God's grace and our efforts will join to make 2010 a huge step-up year in our university's ascent. Thanks for your
prayers and for your active support in lifting Whitworth to new heights.
ACADEMICS
In recognition of Whitworth's 120th year, Dale Soden will expand his 100-
year history, A Venture of Mind and Spirit, with chapters that include the
last 20 years. Dale always records history in a compelling voice, but this account
should be especially engaging. In my opinion, Dale has had the best seat in the
house to observe the last 20 years of Whitworth's progress. If you have any great
stories or photos that capture Whitworth's legend and lore, please send them to
Janet Hauck, our archivist (jhauck@whitworth.edu).
Jan Term begins this week with students traveling to distant lands. Our students
are taking fascinating classes in exotic places:
• International Business, with Walter Hutchens and Eric Sartell, '94 (both
SGCM), in China; • Computer Science in a Cultural Context, with Kent
Jones (Computer Science), in India; • British Culture, with Rick Hornor,
'70 (Theatre), and Debbie Hansen (Music), in London; • German Language
and Culture, with Elisabeth Buxton (Modern Languages), in Germany;
• Contemporary South Africa, with John Yoder (Political Science), Ron
Pyle (Communication Studies) and Jennifer Holsinger (Sociology); • Thai
Culture, with Pamela Corpron Parker, '81 (English), in Thailand; • Poverty,
Altruism and Hope, with Patty Bruininks (Psychology), in Tanzania; •
Intensive Spanish Language and Culture, with Kim Hernandez (Modern
Languages), in Guatemala; • Cultural Anthropology, with Raja Tanas
(Sociology), in Hawaii; • Early Christian Sites, with Jim Edwards, '67, and
Jerry Sittser (both Theology), in Turkey.
Last month Tyler Whitney, Michelle Creek and Elorm Atisu represented
Whitworth well at Spokane Falls Community College, where the two schools
engaged in a public debate akin to the format used in the Denzel Washington
movie The Great Debaters. Our team, coached by Joe Vigil, '93, (Communica-
tion Studies) successfully defended the position that healthcare is a privilege
and not a right. Join us in April for the rematch on our campus as part of the
Speakers and Artists Program.
Due in part to its recent growth in the sciences, Whitworth has won a National
Science Foundation $587,494 grant. As enrollment in the science majors keeps
declining nationwide, America's long-term ability to remain competitive and
secure is threatened. In response to this situation, Whitworth's "NSF Scholars:
Training Tomorrow's Scientists Today" program will provide financial assistance
for 48 students from under-represented groups majoring in the sciences over the
next four years. Whitworth is the only liberal arts university in the Northwest
to receive this type of NSF funding this year. The National Science Board
has identified a critical need for more students to major in science, technol-
ogy, engineering and mathematics. Whitworth has bucked national trends by
increasing the number of its sciences majors by 50 percent in recent years, and
our growth serves as both a cause and an effect in the construction of the new
science building. Referring to this grant, Finn Pond (Biology), the principal
investigator for the NSF Scholars Project, says, "We're excited about the grant
because it allows us to to bring students to Whitworth who many not have been
able to come here otherwise." To view minute-by-minute progress on Whitworth's
new science building, visit www.whitworth.edu/supportingthesciences.
We also received a $65,000 grant from the M. J. Murdock Trust to continue
the Ministry Internship Program for another two years. Ministry interns
serve as assistants in the chapel programs while completing the master of arts in
theology. Our current interns, Melanie Smith and Keith Peterson, have provided
great ministry leadership. Last month I had dinner with a student who said he
transferred to Whitworth so he could work with Keith.
Scott Kolbo (Art) is exhibiting new prints, drawings and video projections
in the art department at Washington State University. His exhibit, "Smoking
Ruin," will run Jan. 11-Feb. 12, with an opening reception Jan. 28 from 4-5:30
p.m. There will also be an exhibit walkthrough with Scott at 3 p.m. that day.
The exhibit will take place on WSU's Pullman campus, in Gallery II of the fine
arts building.
We recorded our Tuesday chapel sermons this fall. Speakers included Dean
of Spiritual Life Terry McGonigal, Campus Pastor Mindy Smith, Associate Pro-
fessor of Philosophy Adam Neder and President Me. You can download these
recordings from our website by going to whitworth.eduipodcast and clicking on
the link at the top of the page.
The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition took place Jan. 12.
Whitworth students performed selections for voice, strings or piano or submitted
original compositions, with up to four winners selected based on performance,
repertoire and timing. The winners will perform in concert with the Whitworth
Orchestra, under the excellent direction of Philip Baldwin (Music), in March.
ADMISSIONS/ENROLLMENT
We've received more applications and admitted more students than was the
case last year at this time. We're thrilled with so many good applicants, but this
does force us to be a little more selective as we approach our March 1 deadline.
Hence, this is probably not a good year for prospective students to wait until the
last minute to apply.
The FAFSA website is now available for students who wish to renew their
need-based financial aid for 2010-11. Families can file the electronic pre-filled
FAFSA at www.fafsa.gov. Our priority deadline for returning students wanting
financial aid for 2010-11 is May 1. For new students and students who wish to apply
for summer work-study, the deadline is March 1. Students planning to attend sum-
mer school should contact the financial aid office to discuss their plans. Students
who receive only academic scholarships do not need to file the FAFSA form.
In late January, we will mail Federal Form 1098-T to verify full- and part-
time enrollment. This form is used to support requests for educational tax credits
on your tax returns. Please consult your tax advisor or go to the IRS website,
www.irs.gov, for more information on available educational tax credits. There
are some new ones this year under the title "American Opportunity Credit."
You may also want to take a look at the "Worksheet for Reporting Scholarships/
Grants on Federal 2009 Tax Return," to be found on the financial aid office's
Forms webpage at www.whitworth.edu/financialaid, to determine if any of the
financial aid you or your student received in 2009 is taxable.
STUDENT LIFE
Student life in December gets swallowed up by Christmas and finals. Festive
parties and candle-burning study sessions fill every night. Bonnie and I always
get in on some of the students' fun. This year we ladled 1,000 cups of wassail at
the President's Christmas Reception, judged Arend Hall's Christmas decorations,
hosted a couple hundred Christmas carol singers for a cookie-laden study break
(catch us at www.ow.ly/MOsT — case-sensitive), attended five Christmas Festival
concerts (for which Bonnie played organ), and did the whole Santa Claus thing
at the Senior Christmas Party, at Bozarth Mansion. Every soul on campus was
ready for the holiday break.
RESOURCES
This month's Whitworth Fund factoid comes to us from Arend Hall, scene
of a recently blown water pipe and soggy ceilings. We just made the discovery.
Ugh. But this is where The Whitworth Fund comes to the rescue. Your gifts help
cover us when we get hit by things we can't anticipate. We are always grateful
for designated gifts that support specific areas and programs, but we also need
the flexible support. Who's going to designate a contribution to "a busted water
line, just in case you have one"?
Thank you to everyone who made a calendar-year-end gift of any kind. We
need to be strong as we enter 2010. It's still a bit early to know how our Decem-
ber giving shaped up, but at this moment we already know you were incredibly
generous. I especially love seeing gifts, even small ones, from alums to whom I
handed diplomas on the stage at Commencement. Thanks!
ATHLETICS
Men's basketball completed its non-conference schedule on a roll. The Pirates
went 7-2 in non-NWC games, winning their final six. They capped that run with
wins over Wisconsin-Stout and previously unbeaten Wisconsin-Whitewater
(then ranked No. 3 in NCAA DIII). The Bucs are balanced this year, with four
players averaging between 12 and 14 points. Eric Beal is leading the team in
scoring average (14.4) and the NWC in assists per game (6.0).
Women's basketball heads into conference play after posting a 4-5 record
against non-conference opponents. The Bucs have played well, but there seems
to be a lid on the basket. If the women can improve their shooting percentage,
they'll be tough to handle in conference play. Cassie Pilkinton leads the team
in scoring (11.1) and rebounding (5.8).
The sAantitrantSt finduded the fall with their annual Christmas training
trip. The swimmers put in high-mileage workouts (yes, miles) in Thousand Oaks,
Calif, and concluded their stay there with a meet against Cal Lutheran. Early
in December, Natalie Turner, Rory Buck and Michael Woodward all competed
at the U.S. Senior Short Course National Championships - the highest-level
meet in the country. Rory qualified to compete in the evening finals of the
200-yard breaststroke, and his season-best time in that event currently leads
all of Div. III. (I just found out one of the vans carrying our swimmers was in a
bad accident a few hours ago. We're grateful that there were no broken bones,
but stitches and bad bruises will set back five or six members of the team. Your
prayers are appreciated.)
ALUMNI
Alumni can enjoy free Pirate basketball the entire month of January. We will
hold our annual Alumni Night at the Fieldhouse (free admission, snacks, and door
prizes) on Jan. 22, when the Bucs take on Linfield. All other home games (Jan.
8,9, 19, 22, 29 and 30) are also free to alumni and their families. Start times and
matchups are available on the athletics website at www.whitworth.edu/athletics.
Whitworth will host alumni reunions for the classes of 1960 and 1950 dur-
ing Commencement Weekend, May 15-16. All alumni from 1959 and earlier
are invited to the festivities, and we encourage graduates from 1960 and 1950
to come back to campus to celebrate.
On Jan. 9 and Jan. 31, I'll be joining the Whitworth Office of Alumni & Par-
ent Relations for receptions in Honolulu and Washington, D.C., respectively.
In addition to providing a university update, I'll share some thoughts on what
I've learned about leadership over the past 17 years as Whitworth's president.
I would love to see alumni, parents and friends at these events. Register online
at www.whitworth.edu/presidentsreceptions.
Director of Alumni & Parent Relations Aaron McMurray, '95, will host a
reception for alums and parents at UPS, in Tacoma, on Jan. 15. Both the men's
and women's basketball games will feature teams that regularly battle for the
conference title. The men play at 6 p.m. and the women at 8 p.m. Complimen-
tary refreshments will be served near courtside during the intermission between
the men's and women's games, and attendees will have a chance to hear season
updates and projections from coaches Higgs and Hayford.
February is Heritage Month. We will celebrate Whitworth's 120th anniversary
with a series of events including art exhibits, lectures, readings and the second
annual Leonard A. Oakland Film Festival. All of the details are available at www.
whitworth.edu/heritagemonth.
We've launched a fun way for alumni and friends to stay connected with
their favorite Whit-Wo-rth people. It's a video series ciThrefrielirrrifescrays at
Whitworth that plays off the immensely popular Tuesday specials offered by
our local frozen yogurt shop. The first interview, with Ron Pyle (Communica-
tions), can be viewed by going to our site at www.whitworth.edu/alumni or to
www.YouTube.com/whitworthuniversity.
I started this letter last year. Unfortunately, Jan. 1 turned out to be one of those
days where I just couldn't make sentences. Football gave me writer's block. I was
trapped in a sports-induced state of distraction, existentially speaking. I'm a slow
writer, and I get slower if anything in the universe sneaks into my wandering field
of vision. Why would I think my laptop will do anything but hibernate when
I'm watching sports? But today my focus, adrenaline and optimism are back. I'm
plotting and praying for a great year in a great decade. We need an outbreak of
redemption to blanket the world. It is never too late for redemption - to turn
hunger into health, victimization into justice, waste into productivity, hurt into
kindness, strife into peace, decay into restoration and evil into good. That's
what God did for us. "...[I]t was not with perishable things such as silver and
gold you were redeemed.. .but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without
blemish..." (1 Peter 1: 18). One of the great tenets of Presbyterian theology is
that God's redemption plans didn't end with souls. We are commissioned to
participate in the redemption of all creation. That's a big assignment, one that will
require more than a New Year's resolution. It is the calling of all who have tasted
Christ's redemption. It is the calling that forms the foundation of Whitworth's
mind-and-heart mission.
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Ever since I was in Washington, D.C., a month ago, I've been squirming over how polarized we've become. A few days ago, I had the immense privilege of being the
speaker at the 2010 Governor's Prayer Breakfast (See Miscellaneous for the link). I expressed the hope that civil discourse could replace the winner-take-all parti-
sanship that paralyzes progress. I lifted up the grace and truth of Jesus as substitutes for the cynicism and skepticism that characterize many of our debates. Today I
had the equally immense privilege of speaking in chapel at Whitworth. My assignment was the high priestly prayer of Jesus in John 17. His dying wish was for his
followers to be unified, just like he and God the Father are unified. As I think about the two talks, I grow in my conviction that what we need and what Jesus wants
is unity. Christ calls for the unity of his followers so that the glory of God can be seen. As Christians, we are called to unite around the cross of Christ. But beyond
faith, we achieve our most durable progress when people rally around the high values that unite them, rather than argue over the lesser issues that pull them apart.
So I pray that as Christians, as Americans, and as members of the human community, we can come together and tackle the problems that leave so many with deep
physical and spiritual needs. I'm encouraged at the way this generation of students seems to get less tangled up in ideologies than my generation. Our goal is to give
them the tools to meet the social and spiritual challenges that await them.
ACADEMICS
We're getting great reports from the France study program. Jenny Brown
(French) has led a dozen students across Alsace and Lorraine as part of this
semester-long program. Mike Ingram (Academic Affairs and Communication
Studies) just left campus to meet the group in Paris, and next month Gordon
Wilson (Art) will take them to Nice. Students in this interdisciplinary program
visit four regions as they study language, communication and art in France.
This month our Speakers & Artists series includes Christopher Marsh,
director of the J.M. Dawson Institute at Baylor University, who will discuss
"Russia and the Near Abroad" on March 11 at 7:30 p.m.; the ethics conference's
opening panel, "Media Unlimited: Technology, Ethics and Life at Whitworth in
the 21st Century," on March 15 at 7 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theater; and
Carl Wilkins, who worked for the Adventist Development and Relief Agency
in Rwanda in 1994 and will discuss his work in helping rebuild that nation after
the genocide, on March 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre. For
a complete list of events, check out www.whitworth.edu/events.
The Whitworth Modern Language Department is now one of only three
official testing sites in the Northwest for the DELE (Diploma in Spanish as
a Second Language) Exam. The DELE is a nationally recognized exam cre-
ated by the Spanish Ministry of Education to provide students with a diploma
certifying their language proficiency.
Raja Tanas (Sociology) will deliver the keynote address, "Responses to Cultural
Homogeny: The Case of Palestine," at the Responses to Cultural Homogeny:
Engagement, Resistance, or Passivity Conference at Lithuania Christian College,
where former Whitworth School of Global Commerce Si. Management dean
Kyle Usrey is about to be inaugurated as president.
Phil Baldwin (Music) received the Outstanding Collegiate String Teacher
Award from the Washington chapter of the American String Teachers As-
sociation at the recent annual Washington Music Educators Conference.
The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble was named outstanding group in the college/
university division at the 2010 Lionel Hampton International Jazz Festival.
This is the seventh time in the last 14 years that Whitworth's jazz band has
received top honors at the annual competition. Seniors Kurt Marcum and Noah
Feller were named outstanding soloists in trumpet and bass, respectively. "It's
notable that most of the universities we compete against are not only larger than
Whitworth, but they also have graduate students at the master's level playing in
their bands, whereas Whitworth's jazz bands have always been undergraduate
students only," ensemble director Dan Keberle says.
Whitworth Theatre will be busy in March. Not only will students be pre-
senting Mark Twain's new comedy, Is He Dead?, directed by Rick Hornor,
'70, but the department will be hosting a master class with film and stage star
Ben Vereen on March 12 and an Unarmed Combat Workshop with Nathan
Jeffrey, of the Seattle Taproot Theatre, on March 15. Performances of Is He
Dead? will take place in Cowles Auditorium on March 5, 6, 12, and 13 at 8
p.m., and on March 7 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $8 for general admission and $7
for students and senior citizens.
Brooke Kiener, '99 (Theatre), received rave reviews in February for her
direction of Sylvia, by A. R. Gurney, at the Spokane Civic Theatre.
The Whitworth Wind Symphony will be on tour March 20-27. Join director
Richard Strauch and this great group at a concert near you: March 20, 7 p.m.,
Richland (Wash.) Lutheran Church; March 22, 7 p.m., Battle Ground (Wash.)
High School; March 23, 7 p.m., Clatsop Community College Performing Arts
Center, Astoria, Ore.; March 25, 7 p.m., Community Presbyterian Church,
Cannon Beach, Ore.; March 26, 7 p.m., Lake Grove Presbyterian Church,
Lake Oswego, Ore.; March 27, 7 p.m., Salem First Presbyterian Church, Salem,
Ore. For more info visit www.whitworth.edu/music and follow the link under
music spotlight.
ENROLLMENT
So far this year we have received a record 6,200 applications. That would be
an intimidating number if you are an applicant and an encouraging number if
you are me. We're delighted that our applications seem to rise every year, but
part of that rise can be attributed to the ease of submitting online applications.
That phenomenon does not lessen the work for our financial aid office, which
has been busy assembling aid packages for the admitted students.
STUDENT LIFE
Spring semester began with a bang! The Gospel Explosion and Soul Food
Dinner, sponsored by the Black Student Union and ASWU, got the term going
and kicked off Black History Month with wonderful music and amazing food.
Throughout February, students heard poets, speakers, comedians, live music in
the coffeehouse, a monthly talent competition at Whitworth Unplugged, and
several in-depth programs, such as the Women of Wisdom retreat. The month
ended with Career Week, during which local businesspeople came to campus to
network with students over dinner. Students were treated to numerous sessions
on career-building and vocational discernment. The downtown career fair was
open to all students and alumni, and the Grad Fair-Thee-Well ended the week of
activities with services to our graduating seniors. We also offered programming
as a part of National Eating Disorders Week. Students heard panels of speakers,
participated in campus awareness projects, and watched documentary films on
this important issue. I heard students spent a lot of time on the slopes, but it
seemed as if every day in February was sunny and 50 degrees. It did not feel like
the shortest month of the year.
RESOURCES
Whitworth Fund Fact: Your support of The Whitworth Fund enables our
students to celebrate this month. March 4 is our annual Tuition Freedom Day
event, marking the symbolic point in the academic year when student tuition no
longer covers the costs associated with their enrollment. Outside support from
donors and the endowment covers the rest. As part of that celebration, students
write thank-you notes to acknowledge the many people who help underwrite
their education. It is amazing how private higher education runs on gifts from
past generations. We could not be more grateful for your generous support of our
students and our mission.
ATHLETICS
The men's basketball team finished the regular season 25-2 and ranks No. 4 in
the nation in the most recent Div. III national poll. The Pirates' winning streak
of 24 is a school record and the longest current men's streak in NCAA basketball
at any level. The Bucs received a first-round bye and will host an NCAA second-
round game this weekend. Jim Hayford was named NWC Coach of the Year for
the fourth time, Nate Montgomery, '10, was named NWC Player of the Year (and
is the fifth Pirate in the last eight years to win that award). Eric Beal, '10, was
named First Team All-NWC, and David Riley, '11, was elected to the NWC First
Team for the second year in a row. Bo Gregg earned NWC honorable mention.
Women's hoops finished 14-12 overall and made the semifinals of the Northwest
Conference Tournament. Cassie Pilkinton, '10, was named to the All-NWC First
Team, while Leah Pomante, '10, received honorable mention.
The swimming teams swept the team titles at the 2010 NWC Championships.
The men won their eighth title in a row, easily pulling away from second-place
Puget Sound. Kalen Darling, '10, shared the NWC Men's Outstanding Swimmer
Award after winning three individual events. Natalie Turner, '10, made history
when she shared the NWC Women's Outstanding Swimmer Award with team-
mate Ashley Lecoq, '11; Turner is the first women's swimmer in conference history
to win the award four times.
Women's tennis is off to a strong start in pursuit of a second straight conference
title. The Pirates are 5-0 in conference matches this season, and Rachel Burns
is unbeaten in her matches at No. 1 singles. Incidentally, Mya Towne came out
on the winning side of a recent four-hour match. I'm in pretty good shape, but
if I play hard for 90 minutes, I'm ready to cough up my heart.
Men's tennis played traditional powers Linfield and PLU tight before losing 5-4
to each. The Bucs are 2-2 in NWC matches, and Michael Shelton is demonstrat-
ing the same form that earned him All-NWC honors last spring.
The baseball team is off to a rough start against tough NAIA competition.
The Pirates will play 27 of their final 30 games against NCAA Div. III teams.
The softball team begins play this weekend with an NWC series at Pacific
Lutheran.
The golf team has its first official match of the spring this weekend in Moses
Lake. (That sentence reads kind of funny if you don't know that Moses Lake
is a town.)
Track and field will be sending at least three men to the NCAA Div. III indoor
championships this month. Defending champion Cody Stelzer, '10, returns in
the high jump, along with All-Americans Emmanuel Bofa, '10 (800m), and Jeff
Kintner, '10 (shot put). The outdoor season begins early this month.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Information on exam energy kits will be coming out soon to all parents who'd
like to order some goodies or a fruit bag for their studying students. In the
meantime, you can always order early online at www.whitworth.edu/parents by
selecting Birthday and Gift Service. Kits will be handed out just before spring
finals (May 11-14).
In the coming months I'll be joining the Whitworth Office of Alumni &
Parent Relations for a series of receptions they have irreverently labeled The
Last Gasp Tour. In addition to providing a university update, the promotional
brochure reports, I will disclose the only two nuggets of insight I have left
unshared. I'll have to think those up, but I won't have to think hard to tell you
why I am so excited about Whitworth's future. We would love to see alumni,
parents and friends in Southern California (May 26), the Bay Area (May 27),
Portland (June 3), and Seattle (June 6). Register online for the event nearest you
at www.whitworth.edu/presidentsreceptions. In addition, more information will
be coming soon about a big bash in Spokane the evening of May 16.
MISCELLANEOUS
On the President's Home Page, www.whitworth.edu/president, under
President's Messages, you can get the text or video of my Governor's Prayer
Breakfast address. There's also a link to the TVW telecast of the breakfast,
under In the News.
Whitworth is once again in great company in Kiplinger's annual rankings of
the 50 best values among private universities in the U.S. The California Insti-
tute of Technology tops the list, followed by Princeton, Yale, Rice and Harvard.
West Coast schools joining Whitworth (No. 39) in the top 50 are Stanford (No.
11), USC (No. 33), Santa Clara (No. 43), and Gonzaga (No. 50). The complete
rankings, which are based two-thirds on academic quality and one-third on af-
fordability, can be accessed online at www.kiplinger.com/tools/privatecolleges/.
The Act Six Leadership and Scholarship Initiative announced last month
the names of 10 students who will make up the eighth cadre of urban
student leaders to attend Whitworth. Since the program began in 2002, 12
cadres of ethnically diverse and mostly first-generation, low-income Act Six
scholars from Tacoma, Seattle and Spokane have enrolled at five Washing-
ton universities. To date, 94 percent of the scholars in the first three cadres
have graduated. Overall, 92 percent of the 107 scholars originally selected for
the program have graduated or are still enrolled — reflecting graduation and
retention rates that far exceed national averages. Act Six scholars have been
elected student-body presidents two of the past four years at Whitworth and
have been involved in numerous other leadership roles on and off campus.
Tonight is going to be a hard night. We will be holding a memorial service for
2008 graduate Lee Stover. Lee died suddenly last week of heart-related complica-
tions. Those of us who knew and loved Lee (and we are legion) will gather in
the chapel and bear testimony to the fact that there was nothing complicated
about Lee's spiritual heart. It was pure and generous. Few students have imposed
such a warm presence on Whitworth. Right after Lee's death, we got an e-mail
from Amber Kraft, '10, who has been in regular correspondence with Lee from
her station in Bolivia. Lee strove to bring the light and love of Christ into every
situation. He wanted people to know God better for having known him, and it was
a task he carried out with joy. When he first started his position as the youth director
of a church in Cheyenne, Wyoming, he reflected on his role in the lives of the young
people he worked with in a way that pretty well captures his life's mission. "I can't be
cool to these kids (too old). I can't be a parent to these kids, or a teacher (they already
have those). I can't be friends with these kids (at least, not on the superficial, buddy-
buddy level). What I can be is two things. I can be myself, trusting that I have been
called here for a reason, and, in being myself, I can be a reflection of Jesus. I can be a
Christ-imitator for these kids." Whitworth's mission is to honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity. Lee did.
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
MAY 2010
On May 16, we closed the book on Whitworth's 120th academic year. It was a fulfilling and eventful year, ending with a Commencement Weekend that could not
have been more beautiful. Families from around the world gathered to celebrate the accomplishments of their students. The weekend began as it always does, with
Friday's very moving senior communion and commissioning service. The Graduate Commencement on Saturday included the first graduates of our new Master of
Arts in Theology Program. I had to miss Senior Reflections this year (for the first time), but I heard it was great. On Sunday, the Rev. Brenna Robinson Stanfield,
'00, gave a Baccalaureate sermon on expectations, using the mother-son relationship between Mary and Jesus as the basis of her remarks. And, of course, Sunday
afternoon's graduation was grand. This year I gave both the graduate and undergraduate commencement addresses. If you're interested, they can be found in a link on
the president's page, www.whitworth.edu/president. And speaking of that page, the most exciting news since my last M&H is that the president's page is getting a new
picture. I suspect you have heard by now that Beck Taylor has been named Whitworth's 18th president (www.whitworth.edu/presidentialannouncement). Bonnie
and I are elated with all that Beck and Julie Taylor bring to the presidency. Beck is ideally suited to lead us in pursuing the goals of our strategic plan. I hope you will
read about his impressive background and character. And I am very confident you will embrace the Taylors with the same warmth you've lavished on the Robinsons.
ACADEMICS
The Whitworthian captured what can only be described as the national
championship of non-daily student newspapers. After earning seven awards
at the 2009 Region 10 Mark of Excellence Awards, The Whitworthian took
first place for Best All-Around Non-Daily Student Newspaper in the nation,
and whitworthian.com received first place for Best Affiliated Website. More
than 3,600 entries for work produced during the 2009 calendar year were
submitted from around the country to the national competition. Next year's
editor-in-chief, Jerod Jarvis, '11, received first place in the category of Online
Opinion and Commentary. Morgan Feddes, 2009-10 editor-in-chief, said,
"This national recognition is the culmination of effort from both this year's
and last year's staff, and it's great to see our work rewarded." We extend huge
congratulations to Morgan and the staff.
An updated version of Dale Soden's illustrated history of Whitworth, An
Enduring Venture of Mind & Heart, is available in the Whitworth bookstore
(www.whitworth.edu/bookstore or 509.777.3277). The new edition includes 80
additional pages and more than 150 new photographs covering the 20 years
since the centennial edition was published. Dale is a great history writer. My
brother, whose field is historical theology, read this new edition and said,
"While many histories of institutions are like autopsies, I think Dale has
done a particularly fine job of capturing the life of Whitworth over the years.
If you read the text you can in a sense live vicariously through the decades."
Sean McGuire, '10, a double major in mathematics and physics, has received
a full-tuition graduate scholarship and a stipend to conduct research in the
Lasers and Applied Physics doctorate program at Princeton University. The
award amounts to $65,000-70,000 per year for up to six years. Sean spent
the last three summers conducting research at Whitworth, the University of
Michigan, Princeton, and for General Atomics in San Diego.
In other physics news, Jeff Wheeler, '11, is co-author of the article "Width-
Increased Dual-Pump Enhanced Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
(WIDECARS)" published in the Journal of Applied Optics. This article is a
result of the work he did last summer with his mentors at NASA Langley
Research Center. Also, master's-in-teaching student Alec Olschner, '09, was
awarded a Summer at Washington State University Engineering Experiences
for Teachers grant. He'll join the WSU staff for a six-week intensive practicum
that will provide him with increased engineering background that can be
applied in his own classroom.
Emily McGrady-Beach and Amanda Tufts, both '10, won the Psi Chi
Undergraduate Research Award this year with the project "Optimism and
Personal Growth Initiative in Abused and Non-Abused Women" presented
at the Western Psychological Association. The psychology department boasts
three winning students in the past two years. And Amanda, a President's Cup
winner this year, is headed to Lewis St Clark College School of Law next fall
on a full-ride scholarship.
Gillian Goodrich and Blair Daly, both '10, have been awarded Fulbright
English teaching assistantship grants to teach English as a foreign language
in Argentina and Malaysia, respectively. Claire Swinford, '10, was named an
alternate to teach English in Belgium. Since 2000, 11 Whitworth students
and three Whitworth professors have been selected as Fulbright scholars.
Whitworth business students won an award at the annual Hogan Business
Plan Competition. In the Social Enterprise category, Jessica Morgenthaler,
Matt Jeffries, Greg Caster, Nan Schrag and Chelsea Chen took second place
for their idea of Side-By-Side Childcare Co-op. Their plan is to develop a
cooperative model childcare center in Spokane's West Central Neighborhood.
The first-prize winner from another institution featured a one-stop social service
facility that included a childcare center, also in West Central. The two teams
exchanged cards with plans to combine their efforts to benefit the community.
Katie Creyts (Art) was selected as one of 43 finalists out of roughly 300 artists
from around the globe who submitted their artwork to the E-Merge 2010 Glass
Competition. Katie's piece, made with kiln-formed glass, is titled You Could Be
Working So Much Harder. Her submission can be viewed through June 19 at the
Bullseye Gallery, in Portland.
Scott Kolbo (Art) is exhibiting a series of prints and video projections at
the Carr Gallery, in Idaho Falls, through July 4. He will also be collaborating
with young people from the community to create a giant interactive comic
book story on the walls of the gallery using magnets, dry erase markers, and
plenty of imagination.
STUDENT LIFE
April was a dancing month — Arend's annual Green with Envy Dance, the
lu'au, the BJ Formal, the Jubilation spring concert, the Ballroom Dance Club's
All Tangoed Up in You, and the East Hall Ball. There were also many student-
coordinated fund-raising events for local and national charities, including Relay
for Life and the Haiti Relief Dinner and Magic Show. The Haiti Relief event
was a huge success, raising more than $4,000!
Josh Boyden was elected ASWU president for 2010-11 and will be flanked
by V.P. Shannon Eshoff and Financial V.P. Lindy Tep.
May events went all the way to the finish line. Springfest began the month
by going indoors with the theme of "A Pirate's Life for Me." All the proceeds
went to Christ's Kitchen. The senior boat cruise on Lake Coeur d'Alene was the
following weekend, but the rain drove the cruisers inside, where dancing went
well into the night. Finals Week began with the distribution of the yearbook
and a party where Bonnie and I signed students' yearbooks.
ENROLLMENT
Last year a slightly lower percentage of deposited students enrolled than we
had expected. Because we thought that dip might repeat itself, we felt we had
room to admit a few more students for this fall's freshman class. As it turns
out, it appears we will have well over 600 freshmen, making the class easily
the largest in our history. Fortunately, the additional capacity created by East
Hall and the Costa Rica Center, along with strategic scheduling of classes
and meals, make it possible to serve them well. Next year will be a great one.
RESOURCES
Whitworth Fund Fun Fact: Okay, it's not so fun right now. We're behind. We
need a monster May and June. I'm not sure why we're off. It's possible that some
folks diverted their Whitworth Fund gifts to projects such as the new science
building. I don't know the cause, but I know if you can further support this
crucial part of our budget it will really help. For several reasons this has been
one of the toughest fiscal years I've experienced. I don't want my last word to
be "Help!" but neither do I want my last year to be red. Thanks. And thanks
for the incredible support you have given over the past 17 years at Whitworth.
We've balanced every budget and done almost $100 million in projects. You
have been spectacular!
Speaking of The Whitworth Fund, I had nothing to do with The Top 10
Ways to Honor Bill (visit www.whitworth.edu/brobchallenge to view the video
by Beau Chevassus, '06), but I have to admit that there would be no greater
gift to Bonnie and me than to see those alumni from my years as president
become monthly givers. (It just occurred to me that I should look at the video
before sending this newsletter out to 22,000 people. I'd never seen it, which
suggests that either I have great confidence in our staff or they're messing with
me again. It's pretty funny.)
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Bonnie and I are excited to be with many of you dear friends at our Last
Gasp Tour events. We'll see you in Bel Air (May 26), Berkeley (May 27),
Portland (June 3), and Seattle (June 6). Register online for the event nearest
you at www.whitworth.edu/presidentsreceptions.
Mark your calendars now for Homecoming Weekend, Sept. 24-26, 2010.
All alumni are invited to campus for a weekend of fun events, reconnecting
with old friends, and the opportunity to meet Whitworth's new president. We'll
celebrate 5-year, 10-year and 20-year class reunions, honor our 2010 Alumni
Award winners, and welcome members of Coo1Whip for a reunion gathering.
Up-to-date information on these and other Homecoming events is available
online at www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.
Beck Taylor's Inauguration will be held on campus Oct. 15, in conjunction
with the fall board of trustees meeting. There will be an entire week of public
activities culminating in the ceremony and a downtown Spokane celebration
banquet. As was mine 17 years ago, Beck's goal for the inauguration is to lift
up Whitworth more than it is to exalt the new president. You will love the
way he elevates our mission above himself. He'll be a good Pirate!
-- This call-for-registrations for the June 25-27 Mid-'60s Reunion.
Members of the classes of 1963-67 are invited to campus for a wonderful
weekend of reconnection. To register online, visit www.whitworth.edu/mid60s.
ATHLETICS
Baseball finished strong, sweeping Whitman, to post a three-win improvement
over 2009. Third baseman Landon Scott hit .465 to lead the NWC, and his
batting average is the second-highest ever in school history.
During Saturday's doubleheader against Whitman, the 1960 baseball team
was recognized on the 50th anniversary of the first national championship in
school history. Ten of the 17 players from 1960 attended the reunion. It was
great hanging out with this group at the games.
The women's tennis team finished the season 19-5 after a 5-0 loss to
Texas-Tyler in the first round of the NCAA Division III tournament. It was
the team's second straight trip to the national tournament.
Men's golf returned to the NCAA Division III tournament, shooting 25
strokes better in the second round than the first. But after a rough start they
missed the cut for the third round.
Our women's golf team did very well in its first-ever trip to the NCAA
Division III tournament, at a course near Orlando, Fla. The Pirates finished
17th in the final standings.
Nine Whitworth University student-athletes will compete in the 2010
NCAA Division III Outdoor Track and Field Championships. The Bucs
hope to make a run at a high team finish. Emmanuel Bofa's time in the 800
still leads the nation, and Jeff Kintner's shot put is the second-best in DIII.
For the third straight year, Whitworth won the NWC's McBroy-Lewis Trophy
for all-around excellence in athletics. The Pirates won nine of 18 available
conference championships, aided by outstanding senior athletes Rachel Burns
(tennis), Emmanuel Bofa (track & field), Nate Montgomery (basketball), all of
whom received the Dennis Spurlock Award for modesty, poise and leadership;
and Natalie Turner (swimming), Bryan Olson (soccer), Jeff Kintner (football/
track & field), and Cody Stelzer (track & field), named Senior Athletes of the
Year by Pirate Athletics.
MISCELLANEOUS
We hope you'll join us July 12-16 for the 35th annual Whitworth Institute
of Ministry, featuring Princeton's Luke Powery (audio clip online), Fuller
Seminary's Andy Dearman, and trustees Peter Barnes, Kathy Goodrich and
Jim Singleton, as well as Whitworth professors Jim Edwards, '67, and Ben Brody,
'97. I'll lead the communion and commissioning service to end the week. You
can register at www.whitworth.edu/wim; for more information, contact Toni
Sutherland at tsutherland@whitworth.edu or 509.777.4345.
All Spokane area alumni, parents and friends are invited to join Bonnie and
me on June 27 at 2 p.m. in The Loop for an ice cream social. This event will
be free of charge, and all are welcome.
Our children came home to Spokane for a lovely and generous farewell celebra-
tion put together by Vice President Scott McQuilkin, '84, Associate Director
for Donor Relations and Special Events Nancy Rau, '01, and the institutional
advancement staff. We felt so honored. We feel more gratitude than we can express
for all the people and the tributes. Yesterday our kids returned to their homes
in Boise, Cairo, and Nashville. They will not return to the house we've loved as
our home for the past 17 years. We'll miss it, but we're not sniveling about it. We
would way rather lose a house than a friend, and we're not losing any friends.
We are moving 10 minutes from campus. From there, we will be huge absentee
cheerleaders, promoting Whitworth behind the scenes and in all the places we
travel. I won't be writing any more newsletters, and I'm not sniveling about that,
either. So I would like to close my 170th and last Of Mind & Heart with my
final words to our graduates: When Jesus, Peter, James and John were on what
is known as the Mount of Transfiguration, they heard God's voice saying, "This
is my precious son; listen to him." When they came down from the mountain,
the first voice they heard was that of a man crying out,"...This is my only son,
look at him...." I hope Whitworth never stops hearing those two voices — the
voice of God saying listen to my Son, and the voice of people saying look at our
needs. It is those two voices that call us to honor God, follow Christ and serve
humanity. God bless you.
MINDKheart
DECEMBER 2010
An update from Whitworth University President Beck A.Taylor
Julie, the kids and I just returned from attending the Whitworth Christmas
Festival concerts in Seattle and Bellevue this past weekend. Not only was it
the Taylor family's first trip en masse to the west side of the state (yep, all
five of us went), it was our first time to experience the incredible Christmas
concerts for which our choirs are famous. "Yeah, yeah, Christmas concerts.
Great. Been there, done that." I'm embarrassed to admit I had that ho-hum,
bah-humbug thought as my assistant put these dates on the calendar back
in July, soon after my arrival. Well, by now, almost six months into my time
at Whitworth, I have learned never to underestimate anything into which this
university puts its collective soul. These Christmas celebrations, executed so
wonderfully by our student choirs and their directors, are part of Whitworth's
DNA, so I've come to learn. Hundreds of alumni, parents and members of
the community packed the sanctuaries in Bellevue and Seattle to experience
what I heard described over and over again as the "official beginning of our
family's Advent season." That's humbling and powerful. What impressed me
even more than the moving music, the expert presentation, and the efforts of
so many involved with the productions, was the worshipful tone of the entire
performance. The Christ Child was adored with every note and intonation.
God Incarnate was glorified, the Lord's Grace among us was magnified, and
our sense of hope and expectation was renewed in fresh and mysterious
ways through the music and lyrics. Psalm 98, verses 1 and 4 read, "Sing to
the Lord a new song, for he has done marvelous things; his right hand and
his holy arm have worked salvation for him. Shout for joy to the Lord, all the
earth, burst into jubilant song with music." We are able to sing a new song
to the Lord because he first sang it to us as he humbled himself to become
one of us. Emmanuel is the person we celebrate this Christmas. Thanks to our
Whitworth choirs for leading us so beautifully as we worship the Christ Child.
ACADEMICS
More than 350 elementary-age children participated in the annual
Whitworth Writing Rally. Lisa Laurier (Education) directed this event with the
assistance of 150-plus of our students and several local teachers. Award-
winning author Sally Walker shared where she gets her ideas. She read from
a book she wrote as a child and talked to the children about the importance
of research and how books are actually made. One student assistant wrote,
"I think this type of opportunity for young people is very important. It helps
them to see that anyone can aspire to be something they dream about."
Our Ethics Bowl team took second at the Northwest Regional Ethics Bowl
at Microsoft, in Redmond. The team was undefeated in three rounds of
competition and lost a very close final match. The Whitworth debaters'
performance qualifies them for the national Ethics Bowl, in March. The team
includes Peter Dolan, '11, Krister Johnson, '13, Jared Lollar, '11, Benjameen
Quarless, '12, and Heather Wallace, '11. This all-star team is coached by
Mike Ingram (Communication Studies/Academic Affairs) and Keith Wyma
(Philosophy).
Eight teams participated in the physics department's annual pumpkin
launch, and the new record for squash-slinging is approximately 300 feet,
set by team Quadratic Formula. The measurement is approximate because
we've never before had a team launch a pumpkin to the top of a 100-foot
tree. Never at a loss for a teaching moment, the physics faculty and students
quickly went to work to calculate the estimated distance.
The philosophy department (and, really, the entire university community) is
benefiting this fall from the presence of visiting scholar Stephen T. Davis,
'62, the Russell K. Pitzer Professor of Philosophy at California's Claremont
McKenna College. Davis is teaching Philosophy of Religion, consulting with
the department, and giving several public presentations. His distinguished
academic career in philosophy includes numerous fellowships and leadership
positions, and 16 books and nearly 100 articles of which he is author and/
or editor. In the 1970s, he also directed the dissertation of Forrest Baird
(Philosophy) at Claremont Graduate University. I imagine he has some
interesting stories to tell about his former student. We've been truly blessed
to have Stephen with us this term.
Associate Professor of Music Brent Edstronn's new book, Recording on
a Budget (Oxford University Press), is now available. The book provides a
comprehensive introduction to the recording arts from a budget-conscious
perspective. Most musicians have developed their ears to a high level, so a
special focus is placed on the development of recording technique through
experimentation and the application of critical listening skills. Recording on
a Budget is supported by an online resource of nearly 250 audio excerpts
detailing all of the primary topics of the book. For more information, visit the
Oxford Press site at www.oup.com/us and do a search on Brent Edstrom.
THE ARTS
Just a quick note about this section of the newsletter. I feel compelled to
remind our readers that the visual and performing arts are a vital part of our
academic programs at Whitworth, despite the fact that we highlight faculty
and student achievements in this separate section. I am grateful for the
dedication of our students and faculty who enrich our campus and community
in so many important ways with their artistic and creative talents.
As I've mentioned, I just returned from the Seattle and Bellevue choir
performances of Whitworth's Christmas Festival Concert. This can't-miss
concert, Heaven and Nature Sing, will also be showcased at Spokane's First
Presbyterian Church on Friday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m., and on Saturday, Dec. 11,
at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. Tickets are $18 ($15 for students and seniors 62-plus).
Call 800.532.4668 for tickets, or purchase them online at www.whitworth.
edu/musictickets. Tickets may also be available for purchase at the door
prior to each concert. What a wonderful way to usher in the Advent season.
Dan Keberle (Music) tells me that he just found out that two of his original
compositions for 17-piece jazz ensemble will be published by the University
of Northern Colorado Jazz Press. Both compositions, Bill's Blues and The LK
Shuffle, are on the new Whitworth Jazz Ensemble CD, also titled Bill's Blues,
named in honor of President Emeritus Bill Robinson. The CD is available for
$15 through the music department office. I've listened to it, and it's fantastic!
Katie Creyts (Art) directed us to a great site that mentions the work of
several Whitworth and Whitworth-affiliated artists. Visit splatterspokane.
blogspot.com, and read about our Community Arts in Practice class, which
enlists local Girl Scouts to share their artistic skills and to study Washington's
threatened wildlife. Each Whitworth student chose an endangered animal
to research, and the students then worked with the Girl Scouts to design
coloring-book pages that describe the animals, their status, and what readers
can do to help save them. You'll also see stories about some of the recent
work of Whitworth art professors Gordon Wilson and Scott Kolbo; an article
about Chris Jordan, a Seattle artist who exhibited his thought-provoking
work at Whitworth during Inauguration Week; and a feature about Amanda
Knowles, whose work is currently on display in Whitworth's Bryan Oliver
Gallery.
Five Whitworth singers from the studio of Scott Miller (Music) received
awards in their respective categories during the recent National Association
of Teachers of Singing Auditions at the University of Idaho. Whitworth
students competed against students from the University of Idaho, Gonzaga,
Washington State, Central Washington, Whitman, EWU, and several
community colleges. Winners included Ira McIntosh, '12, Tatiana Kruse, '14,
Connor Jacobson, '13, Jordan Kingma, '13, and MacKenzie Covington, '13.
STUDENT LIFE
Our residence life staff just attended a great conference in Coeur
d'Alene. The conference was presented by the Association of Inter-Mountain
Housing Officers, a regional organization for professionals working in
residence life, housing and student life. Two of our resident directors, Julia
Price (Baldwin-Jenkins) and Meredith Devey (Arend) presented "Finding the
Groove: Understanding the Process of Student Development through Media,"
which illustrated how Whitworth teaches student development theory to
resident assistants using popular films. "Finding the Groove" was chosen
as one of the top six programs delivered during the three-day conference.
November featured lots of great events as men went on the Mancation
Retreat at Camp Reed, followed by the women attending Feminight, with
featured speaker (and my wonderful spouse) Julie Taylor. In mid-month,
students played an all-campus, four-day "tag" game of Humans vs. Zombies
(the humans won, thank goodness), then danced the night away at the
East Hall Ball. Finally, right before students left for Thanksgiving, Cultural
Awareness Week featured events created from each of Whitworth's culture
clubs as well as a fantastic talent-studded dinner courtesy of our international
students.
In residence life we've begun a program called Big Questions, which
features faculty members who come to weekly residence-hall Primetimes and
speak on timely topics of their choice. Eric Sartell (Economics & Business)
visited Stewart and talked about capitalism and Christianity. Andy Hogue
(Political Science) attended a Baldwin-Jenkins Primetime, where he talked
about how faith can influence our political perceptions and views. And in
Arend, Brooke Watts (History) talked about whether men and women are on
equal ground in today's society.
RESOURCES
I mentioned in my last letter that each of us is a valued and vital member
of this community. Since then, you may have received a letter from me or a
special e-mail from the annual giving office that explains what that means
in terms of supporting Whitworth. We rely on everyone in the community to
lift up Whitworth's mission and to keep a mind-and-heart education within
financial reach for all who seek it. It's exciting to think of what we could
accomplish if everyone were to make even a modest gift. Many of you have
already responded to our requests, and we are deeply grateful for all the ways
in which you've given this year. December is a - perhaps the - pivotal month
in reaching our goal for The Whitworth Fund, which goes directly to student
scholarships, faculty salaries, and other priorities. So, if you haven't had a
chance to mail in your gift, please send it to the annual giving office, or go
online to www.whitworth.edu/give. For tax-deduction purposes, all end-of-
year gifts must be postmarked by Dec. 31 or submitted online by Dec. 29.
Thank you again for your generosity in supporting our mission.
ALU NI & PARENTS
Mark your calendars for Whitworth reunions on campus during 2011
Commencement Weekend, May 13-15. Members of the classes of 1951 and
1961 as well as all alumni who graduated in 1960 and earlier are invited to
join us on campus. Watch for more information soon, or contact the alumni
office at 509.777.3799 or alumni@whitworth.edu.
Registration is now open for our upcoming President's Receptions. I'll
hit the road with Director of Alumni & Parent Relations and Annual Giving
Aaron McMurray, '95, for a series of regional events to meet alumni, parents
and friends of Whitworth. When we were coming up with a name for these
receptions, we thought The Taylor Tour had a nice ring to it. We'd love to see
you in one of the following places: Washington, D.C., on Jan. 30; Portland on
Feb. 5; Denver on Feb. 10; Colorado Springs on Feb. 11; La Canada, Calif.,
on March 19; Irvine on March 20; the Bay Area on March 26; or Honolulu
on May 22. For more information and to register, visit www.whitworth.edu/
presidentsreceptions.
SPORTS
The football team closed out its season with a resounding 63-35 win over
Puget Sound. Pirate Adam Anderson finished his brilliant career in fitting
fashion, rushing for six touchdowns to tie his own single-game school record
- and throwing for another score. (Adam can do it all.) In his final game for
the Crimson and Black, he surpassed Mark Linden (1988-90) for the all-time
school rushing-yardage record. Congratulations to Adam!
The women's cross country team earned a bid to the NCAA Division III
championships and finished 17th overall. Joy Shufeldt, '13, led the way,
finishing 44th. And Katie Williams, '11, was presented the prestigious Elite
88 Award by the NCAA for having the highest cumulative GPA among all
competitors at the national meet. Katie exemplifies what we mean by "student
athlete" at Whitworth.
Men's cross country was awarded an at-large bid to the NCAA championships
and finished in 28th place. Senior Nick Gallagher made his fourth career
appearance at the meet and finished in 131st place.
The men's basketball team is off to a 7-0 start, including a victory over
NCAA Div. Ill's fifth-ranked Carthage College during a tournament win in
Hawaii. Senior David Riley leads the team in scoring, averaging 19.8 points
per game. The Pirates took a 20-game conference winning streak (and a
30-1 record stretching back to the beginning of the 2009-10 season) into
last weekend's NWC openers (on the road) and returned to Spokane with
two more decisive victories under their belts.
Whitworth's women hoopsters pulled a pair of big upsets, over nationally
ranked College of Idaho and Westminster (Utah), to win the 'Yote Classic, in
Caldwell, Idaho. (Those of you who are familiar with southern Idaho culture
know that "'yote" is a Caldwell contraction of "coyote." Caldwellians and
others from their part of the state also call the Crusaders, a local college
team, the 'Saders. Hmmm.) Sophomore Emily Guthrie set a tournament
record with seven three-pointers in the win over Westminster, and freshman
Kayla Johnson scored a total of 43 points in the two big wins.
So far, the swimming teams are dominating their competition. That's how
they roll. The swimmers swept the NWC Sprint Pentathlon and the NWC Relay
Invitational to open their schedule, then won their first two dual meets at
Pacific and Lewis & Clark. Sophomore Abby Pavelko _ I Id! . on
Vaccaro were untouchable in the dual-meet victories.
Some of you have heard that November was a record-setting month
for snowfall in Spokane; many of you are experiencing it. Just before
Thanksgiving, we experienced temperatures that hovered around 10
degrees below zero! There are currently nearly 30 inches of snow on the
ground. Most Whitworthians and Spokanites will quickly tell you that "this
isn't normal." Julie and I have decided that one of two things is true: Either
there is no "normal" in Spokane for winter weather, or this is what people tell
themselves as a coping mechanism to get them through the next 120 days
of frigid winter weather. Regardless, buy stock now in companies like Sports
Authority, The North Face, and Columbia, because the Taylor family will be
singly responsible for their uptick in quarterly sales. Outfitting a family of
five from Alabama for the new "normal" will keep these companies and our
economy in good shape. One other quick lesson: those discs that kids use
these days to slide down snowy hillsides should definitely be restricted to
people born after Oct. 13, 1969. just a thought. May God keep you warm
(and whole) this Advent season.
MINDKhear t
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An update from Whitworth University President Beck A.Taylor
Dear Whitworth University alumni and friends,
Today marks my first day as the 18th president of Whitworth University. I am
humbled and excited to lead one of the nation's finest Christian universities.
Since the Whitworth Board of Trustees voted on my appointment, on April
16, I have spent my days learning more about the university, its history, its
programs, and its people. My wife, Julie, and I have made several trips to
Spokane to meet with Bill and Bonnie Robinson, other university personnel,
community leaders, and Whitworth supporters to ensure a smooth transition.
We have had fun as we have introduced our three children, Zach, Lauren and
Chloe, to our new community. We are already loyal Pirates! It's so exciting and
affirming to be at Whitworth, a place that promotes the best of our own hopes
and vision for a community of learning and faith.
As alumni and friends, you are among Whitworth's most effective ambas-
sadors. I thank you for the many ways you support and promote the uni-
versity, and I commit to doing all I can to keep you informed about what's
happening on campus. I've already heard from many of you about how
much you appreciate receiving Mind & Heart, and I look forward to send-
ing you this newsletter 10 times a year. We've given it a fresh look, but we
will resume the regular campus-roundup format and schedule with the Sep-
tember issue. And you may still choose whether to receive Mind & Heart
in print or by e-mail (which helps us save trees and money) by going to
www.whitworth.edu/mind&heart.
In addition, I am launching a new blog - Life in The Loop - that will allow
me to share news and observations in a more immediate way and also to
include photos, video and Internet links when appropriate. For those of you
just merging onto the information superhighway, subscribing to a blog isn't
as daunting as it may sound. Just go to www.whitworth.edu/lifeintheloop and
sign up to receive updates by e-mail or by RSS feed. In addition, you can find
me on Twitter and Facebook. In Mind & Heart, the blog, or any other form of
communication, I hope to highlight the important ways Whitworth's mission is
being expressed in the lives of our students.
My initial assessment as president is the same one I formed when I be-
came president-elect: Whitworth is in a position of great vitality. Perhaps as
never before in the university's 120-year history, Whitworth enjoys a reputation
of academic excellence that extends literally across the globe. Whitworth's
current students and alumni continue to provide important leadership in their
respective communities. Whitworth's faculty are educators of the first order,
serving as intellectual leaders within their respective disciplines but also
firmly dedicated to student learning inside and outside the classroom. Whit-
worth's staff has never been more dedicated to providing the best learning
environment for our students. Our outstanding programs in athletics, the arts,
and student life continue to enrich our campus experience. What an amazing
and talented group of people!
In addition to Whitworth's academic strength, the university continues to
proclaim courageously the name of Jesus Christ. Whitworth's steadfast mis-
sion of providing its students with an education of mind and heart has never
been stronger. I absolutely love the way this community tackles our society's
toughest issues and challenges, never retreating from the forum of ideas, all
the while nurturing a community filled with God's grace and love. I promise
that as long as I am blessed to lead in this incredible place, I will, to the best
of my ability, help to protect Whitworth's unique position in the landscape of
Christian higher education.
As we celebrate Whitworth's position of strength, we must also be realistic
about the challenges that institutions like ours face. I have often likened com-
petition in higher education to an arms race. Universities must compete as
never before for the best and brightest students, for the most accomplished
professors, and for the finest physical facilities. As the costs of providing a
Whitworth education increase, we must remain diligent in our commitment
to provide an accessible education. In order to keep tuition reasonable,
and in order to maintain Whitworth's leadership position, our people must
step forward with boldness and clarity. Whitworth's mission is noble, and,
because of that, I will never hesitate to ask for your help in ensuring that
George Whitworth's dream continues to flourish. We need your support: your
faithful prayers, your financial gifts, and your commitment to be a beacon for
Whitworth in your homes and communities.
I do want to give you an early update on how we're preparing for a
large incoming freshman class. We received 6,397 freshman applications
this year, up about 10 percent from last year. In light of the economic
uncertainty that still grips the country and has an important impact on
Whitworth's budget, we admitted a slightly higher percentage of the
applicant pool (54.1 percent vs. 53.2 percent last year). However, a higher-
than-expected percentage of accepted students said "yes" to our offer,
resulting in our largest freshman class ever. It's wonderful that a Whitworth
education is in such high demand, and we are working diligently to ensure
that we deliver on the excellent learning and living opportunities that
these students found so attractive. Vice President for Academic Affairs
Michael Le Roy, '89, and his team have adjusted faculty schedules and,
where necessary, hired additional instructors to preserve Whitworth's
traditionally small class sizes.
Vice President for Student Life Kathy Storm and her staff are working
diligently to ensure a high-quality campus experience for all students. A
number of residence-hall rooms that can accommodate an additional
student will be called upon to do so - at least until additional spaces open
up. (Room rates will be discounted for students living in a room with an
extra person.) Meanwhile, we are creating new living spaces where we can, to
ensure that as many freshmen and sophomores as possible are able to live
on campus. In addition, we're increasing dining offerings, expanding hours
in the Hixson Union Building, and enhancing study areas around campus.
We also are planning to add recreation access and options, both off and
on campus. We're working to attend to every aspect of campus life to make
this a great community that provides an excellent educational experience.
The bottom line is this: We will do everything in our power to ensure that
our unexpected lesson in population density doesn't compromise the quality
of the Whitworth experience for our students.
I look forward to meeting you soon. One of my highest priorities as presi-
dent will be to serve our alumni and friends. I hope you will take an opportu-
nity to attend an alumni function in your area, or, better yet, to visit campus in
the near future. You will find a place that continues to warm the heart and stir
the soul. I look forward to serving you as Whitworth's president.
Yours in service,
MINDkheartNOVEMBER 2010
An update from Whitworth University President Beck A.Taylor
lam now the official and duly installed 18th president of Whitworth University!
Even though I've technically been in the role sinceJuly 1, Whitworth's inaugural
festivities last month made it official, I suppose. Some have joked that I can't
run away now. Several others have mischievously suggested that the period
between July 1 and Oct. 15 was really a test period to see if things would
"work out." Well, I will let others decide about how well things have worked
out, but I can tell you that I am absolutely thrilled to be here. I have never
been more excited about Whitworth and its promising future than I am right
now as I write this. What an amazing community, dedicated to learning and
to the cause of Christ. Julie, the kids and I are settling into Hawthorne House,
and, although we haven't quite found our "routine" (does that even exist?),
our family is doing great. Thanks to so many of you who have offered prayers
of support to us during our first months in Spokane.
Inauguration Week was a wonderful celebration of Whitworth and its
enduring mission of mind and heart. In a series of events that culminated
with the inauguration ceremony in a packed fieldhouse, we explored what it
means to be a "community of courage." Inauguration Week events challenged
faculty, staff, students and the larger Whitworth and Spokane communities to
address society's most important issues with the intellectual rigor and love of
Christ that have always been Whitworth hallmarks. Guest speakers and artists
highlighted our week's activities. It was great to see that many alumni, local
community members and parents (who were in town for Parents' Weekend)
made an effort to attend at least one of the week's presentations. I was
so grateful that former presidents Bill Robinson, Art De Jong, Bob Mounce,
and Phil Eaton, '65, were all able to participate in the inaugural ceremony!
I encourage you to watch or listen to some or all of the Inauguration
Week events online. Audio and video recordings of most of the events are
available on our inauguration website at www.whitworth.edu/inauguration.
One final note: I asked my daughter Lauren to identify her favorite part of
the inauguration ceremony, and she replied that she loved the choral music
and the parade of flags carried by our international students. Nice. I next
asked her to name her least favorite part. She said, "Your long speech."
You've been officially forewarned.
ACADEMICS
This fall, faculty members are presenting their important research to
colleagues around the region and nation. Here are the names of a few,
along with the titles of their presentations: Drew Budner and Deanna
Ojennus (Chemistry), "Service-Learning in Chemistry at Whitworth," to the
Washington College Chemistry Teachers Association: Andy Hogue (Political
Science), "The Changing Landscape of Religion in Presidential Elections,"
to the Pacific Northwest Political Science Association; Heather Rogers and
Margie La Shaw (Economics & Business), "Equipping Accounting Majors
for the Marketplace," to the Christian Business Faculty Association; Ginny
Whitehouse (Communication Studies), "The Power of Tank Man vs. Neda: How
New Media Iconic Images Create Ethical Connections," to the Association of
Educators in Journalism and Mass Communication.
Three faculty members are engaged in sabbatical research this fall. Lyle
Cochran (Math) is writing the first interactive and electronic version of a
calculus textbook. Kamesh Sankaran (Physics) is spending a semester at
Princeton examining how engineers and scientists can play a more active
role in the formation of public policy regarding space exploration. Bendi
Schrambach (French) is composing the first English translation of Agrippa
D'Aubigne's Les Tragiques (1577), an epic poem representing the swan song
of Reformed theology in French literature. And Doug Sugano (English) is
editing several collections of correspondence written by Japanese Americans
and Anglo-Americans who were either interned or incarcerated during World
War II. Whitworth is happy to extend these important times of reflection,
renewal and scholarship to our dedicated scholar-teachers. Contrary to
what some might think, a sabbatical is not a walk in the park - these faculty
members are working hard to improve their teaching and contribute to their
respective fields of study. Of course, we'll look forward to getting them back
in the classroom!
We happily welcomed a large class of new faculty members this fall, including
Dean of the School of Global Commerce & Management Bob Beatty, Larry
Burnley (History), Janine Darragh (Education), Nate King (Philosophy),
Jonathan Moo (Theology), Allison Olzendam (Education), Markus Ong
(Physics), Amy Rice (Library), Matt Silvers (Health Science) and Ed Walker
(Computer Science). The collective contributions these new colleagues will
make on our campus will be impressive.
We also greeted new visiting professors Tricia Duffey (Chemistry), Michael
Fulton, Ryan Peterson and Jose Rojas (Spanish), Nicole Sheets (English),
and Ross Watts (History), along with our new executive-in-residence, Duff
Bergquist (School of Global Commerce & Management), who brings a wealth
(I'm not above a good pun) of experience managing equity trading in Europe
for top financial institutions such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and
Lehman Brothers.
We currently have students studying in Costa Rica (in our new Costa Rica
Center and also on exchange), Australia, China, Denmark, France, Northern
Ireland, Spain, The Netherlands, the Czech Republic, and, for the first time,
Estonia. Crossing borders, geographically and culturally, is so important for
our students and faculty.
On campus we welcome exchange students and new matriculating
international students from Botswana, Bulgaria, China, Finland, France,
Germany, Ghana, Kenya, Korea, Malawi, Madagascar, The Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. Whitworth currently
boasts students from 26 different countries, and students from each country
carried their respective flags at the beginning of the inauguration ceremony
last month. It was very moving.
ALUMNI/PARENTS/EVENTS
Parents, we hope you've received final-exam survival kit order forms in the
mail by now. Students love getting goodies and packages from their loved
ones. The office of alumni & parent relations is taking orders for these treats
until Nov. 17. The cost is $20 per kit, and this year there is a fruit-treat option.
All proceeds benefit the scholarship fund for children of Whitworth graduates.
To order online, visit www.whitworth.edu/finalexamkit. Kits will be handed
out during Finals Week, Dec. 14-17.
Taylor Tour Time! On the heels of a fantastic Inauguration Week, I'm anxious
to hit the road with Director of Alumni & Parent Relations and Annual Giving
Aaron McMurray, '95, for a series of regional receptions to meet alumni,
parents and friends of Whitworth. Registration is open for the first Taylor Tour
event, in Seattle, on Sunday, Dec. 5, immediately following the Christmas
Festival Concert at First Presbyterian Church. For more information and to
register, go to www.whitworth.edu/taylortour. Future stops on the Taylor Tour
include Washington, D.C., on Jan. 30, Portland on Feb. 5, Denver on Feb. 10,
Colorado Springs on Feb. 11, La Canada, Calif., on March 19, Irvine on March
20, the Bay Area on March 26, and Honolulu on May 22. Whew!
Spaces are going fast for the May 2011 Core 650 tour to Turkey for alumni,
parents and friends with Professor of Theology Jim Edwards, '67. Turkey Tour/
Taylor Tour - as long as Taylor isn't confused for a turkey, I'll feel good about
things. Seriously, based on all the great things I've heard about the last trip
Jim led to Turkey, I'm not surprised this is a hot ticket. Details are available
at www.whitworth.edu/turkey2011.
THE ARTS
Whitworth's amazing singers and instrumentalists are preparing for the
Whitworth Christmas Festival Concert, Heaven and Nature Sing, in the
following venues: Dec. 4, 7 p.m., First Presbyterian Church of Bellevue; Dec.
5,3 p.m., First Presbyterian Church of Seattle; Dec. 10, 8 p.m., and Dec. 11,
3 p.m. and 7 p.m., First Presbyterian Church of Spokane. Tickets are $18
regular admission and $15 students/seniors (62-plus); they're available at
www.whitworth.edu/musictickets or on campus at the info desk in the HUB.
Marc A. Hafso (Music) will serve as guest conductor at the 17th Annual
Bangkok International Choir Festival Gala Concert. Marc will work with high
school choirs from Bangkok Patana School, International School Bangkok,
International School Kuala Lumpur, New International School Thailand,
Regent's International School, and Shrewsbury International School. He will
also direct a massed choir of 200 singers.
The Whitworth Wind Symphony will present its fall concert, Wild Nights!,
on Sunday, Nov. 14, at 3 p.m. in Cowles Memorial Auditorium. The program
will include the Whitworth premiere of David Maslanka's Tears, his response
to the injustices suffered by the people of West Africa under colonialism,
as well as Frank Ticheli's Wild Nights!, inspired by one of Emily Dickenson's
poems. Cost is $5; students and seniors (62-plus) will be admitted free.
MISCELLANEOUS
A few weeks ago we hosted a meeting of the Higher Education Leadership
Group, which comprises presidents of Spokane's five colleges and
universities as well as senior executives from 15 regional businesses.
Founded by the Spokane Chamber of Commerce (now merged with the
Economic Development Corporation as Greater Spokane Incorporated), HELG
works to ensure that Spokane's higher education institutions are meeting the
current and emerging needs of the business community. As we work our way
out of the recession, this kind of collaboration is crucial. And Whitworth is
positioned to play a greater role in the community than ever before.
I recently spent some time with Gary Verbrugge on the beautiful Scotia
Valley property that his family has pledged to donate to Whitworth for the
study of biology, conservation and environmental science. Gary eagerly
pointed out the meadow flanking the Little Spokane River, where native
plants and shrubs have been planted to restore habitat destroyed over the
past 50 years. Whitworth students and faculty are conducting research to
track the return of birds and animals to the area, and many other research
projects are envisioned for the future. I don't know of a single other small,
private university in the country that has a resource like this one. Thank
you, Verbrugges!
Last week I visited the great students of the Whitworth Phonathon as they
called our alumni, donors and friends to provide updates about the university
and to ask for financial support. What a fantastic group of ambassadors!
I hope you'll take the time to visit with these students when they call. And
please consider making a gift, even a modest one, to support our students.
One of my priorities is to raise the culture of philanthropy in the Whitworth
community. A Whitworth education has always been underwritten in part
by generous donors. Such donors are needed now more than ever, as fewer
foundations support Christian organizations, as public financial aid resources
shrink, and as our capital and program needs expand. Students equipped
with a Whitworth education to honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity
are a great investment. Thank you!
RESOURCES
Because this space is so small, all alumni recently received, or will soon
receive, a letter from me that explains our opportunity to strengthen the
future of Whitworth. Everyone who receives Mind & Heart is valued as a
member of this community, and I want to assure you that my role as president
is one that fosters community in ways that also benefit our students. One of
the best ways we can engage as members of the Whitworth community is to
support The Whitworth Fund on an annual basis. To put it simply, Whitworth
needs more alumni, parents and friends to join us in these efforts. Many
of you already know how much that support helps Whitworth, but you can
look forward to hearing more about what is happening here as a result of
your gifts, as well as what it truly means to be part of this community. You'll
see some gift envelopes in the coming months. Of course, you don't have
to use all of them, but please consider acting on one of them soon (or give
online at www.whitworth.edu/give).
STUDENT LIFE
October was Music Madness Month at Whitworth as Pierre Biscaye,
ASWU's activities coordinator, brought renowned bands such as Classic
Crimes, Barcelona, Fun, and Steel Train to campus. Parents' Weekend
brought 700 visitors to campus as everyone celebrated the inaugural
festivities, the theatre production of Once Upon a Mattress (which was so
much fun), mini-college presentations by faculty and staff, and the Pirate
Idol Lunch featuring the Jubilation Dancers, campus band Mawinger,
singer Jesse MacDonald, and the Luau Dancers. The month concluded
with Fall Break, during which several students participated in Urban
Plunge to learn first-hand about homelessness, poverty, addiction and
other challenges of life in Spokane's downtown.
SPORTS
The cross country teams are heading into the championship phase of their
season. The Pirates are considered among the favorites in both the men's
and women's races at the Northwest Conference championships in Tacoma
this weekend.
The golf teams completed their fall schedules at the NWC Fall Classics. The
women finished second, behind nationally ranked George Fox, shooting a
season-best 320 in difficult conditions during the first round. Emily Guthrie
took second place individually. The men slipped to fourth place in the final
standings, but they have a chance to make up ground in the spring.
The football team is currently 4-3. The Bucs went five weeks (Sept. 25-
Oct. 30) between home games, due to a wacky schedule this fall. The
Pirate offensive line, led by Emilio Sulpizio and Zak Richardson, has played
very well, and the defense is getting great contributions from Paul Werhane
and Jeff Erlenmeyer.
Volleyball is having its best season since 2005. The Pirates are 13-6 overall
and 10-2 in the NWC, only one game out of first place. Bree Riddle leads the
NWC in assists, and Kaimi Rocha leads the conference in kills.
The men's soccer team is 8-5-2 overall. Though the Pirates won't win a fourth
straight NWC championship this fall, the team can still finish well and build
momentum for next season. Kyle Novak has stepped in for the injured Brian
Sherpe as goalkeeper and has played very well.
Women's soccer is heading to the conclusion of another strong season with
a record of 11-5-1. Sarah Berentson, Molly Moore and Cory Druffel lead the
team in scoring, with four goals apiece.
The swimming teams kick off their season this weekend. The Pirate men
and women are defending NWC champions, and both are riding impressive
consecutive-dual-meet wins.
In 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18, Paul exhorts each of us to "Be joyful always; pray
continuously; give thanks in all circumstances, for this is God's will for you
in Christ Jesus." In a season that calls us to thanks-giving, let us all abound
in the joy of our Creator, let us remember to pray fervently for those people
and institutions we love (and even those we don't), and let us give thanks for
God's bounty and blessings that are poured out so generously into our lives.
I am thankful for you. I know you join me in being thankful for Whitworth.
L„.
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OCTOBER 2010
An update from Whitworth University President Beck A.Taylor
As I write this month's Mind & Heart, I find myself sitting in the lounge at the
Portland International Airport, waiting on my flight home to Spokane and
making dinner out of an oversized bag of pretzels and a Diet Coke. Despite my
failure to find a nutritious dinner, I've spent a delightful four days celebrating
aspects of Whitworth's fantastic athletics programs, both past and present.
I flew to Portland on Friday to speak at the men's tennis reunion banquet.
More than 25 former Whitworth players descended on Eastmoreland Club
to play golf and tennis and to enjoy reminiscing about their glory days. It was
fun to hear the hilarious stories they told on former coach and Whitworth
icon Ross ("Two Toots") Cutter, who was also in attendance with his wife,
Shirley. On Saturday, the group played singles and doubles matches with 10
current Whitworth players who graciously traveled from Spokane with Head
Coach Mike Shanks. The students beat the alumni handily (that's good),
and I can proudly report no major injuries among the alumni (that's great).
On Saturday night I enjoyed traveling to Linfield College with our volleyball
team to watch the Pirates beat the Wildcats in a close but exciting match. On
Sunday, I traveled with the men's and women's soccer teams to Willamette
University, and I watched both teams come away with important conference
victories. Finally, to finish my Whitworth sports weekend, today (Monday) I
met with the other eight presidents from member schools of the Northwest
Conference to discuss conference logistics and goals. I absolutely love our
student-athletes and coaches. They represent our university so well, excelling
both on the field of play and in the classroom. As an NCAA Division III school,
Whitworth prides itself in putting academics first, but we don't use that as an
excuse to take it easy. For three consecutive years, and for four of the past
six years, Whitworth has won the coveted all-sports trophy that recognizes
the best athletics program in the conference. Last year, Pirate teams earned
nine of 18 possible conference championships - that's domination! In the
past decade, Whitworth has won no fewer than 44 conference crowns. And
finally, last year's lowest team GPA was 3.0. I know you join me in thanking
our teams and their coaches and trainers for their commitment to excellence
in academics and athletics. Go, Bucs! (And thanks for the fun weekend.)
ACADEMICS
Last month, Anthony E. Clark (History) delivered the closing lecture
at an international symposium, Legacies of the Book: Early Missionary
Printing in Asia and the Americas. The lecture focused chiefly on his recent
research on the missionary publications of Giulio Aleni (1582-1649), who
produced some of China's first books on Christian belief. The lecture is
based on Clark's original research in The Vatican's secret archives and
the Pope's private library, as well as in Jesuit archives in Europe and Asia.
Following the symposium, Clark's lecture will be published as a chapter
in a scholarly volume.
Betty Williams (Education) and her co-author (and spouse) Randy
Williams are proud to announce that their textbook, Effective Programs
for Treating Autism Spectrum Disorder: Applied Behavior Analysis Models,
is now available. To see a summary of its contents, go to www.psypress.
com and search under Betty Williams' name. In addition to her duties with
our School of Education, Betty is our current Whitworth Lindaman Chair.
She is collaborating with Susan Mabry (Computer Science) to develop a
highly specialized analytical software application that will screen for Autism
Spectrum Disorder, help doctors make referral decisions, and track patients'
progress. This is really exciting work.
ALUMNI/PARENTS/EVENTS
After I've spent summer and fall mostly close to home, the alumni & parent
relations folks are excited to take me on the road for a series of events
they're calling The Taylor Tour. I look forward to meeting more of you alumni,
parents and friends of Whitworth. Mark your calendar for Dec. 5 in Seattle,
and watch for more details soon on events in Washington, D.C., Portland,
Denver, Colorado Springs, Southern California, San Francisco, and Honolulu.
A few years ago, The 10 debuted as an online resource for alumni who
are navigating their first years post-Whitworth. It's now a blog (see www.
whitworth.edu/theten) that's updated weekly with stories, videos and photos
related to alumni updates, events and other fun information. For those times
when you wish you were back in the dining hall with a delicious French dip in
hand, or when you're wondering, "What ever happened to...," or when you're
simply looking for information on how to get a copy of your transcript, The
10 is thinking of you. I guess I'm just outside the target audience, so The
10 isn't thinking of me.
We hope to see you on Saturday, Oct. 23, at the dessert before Whitworth
Theatre's fall production of Once Upon a Mattress - a light-hearted
adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's The Princess and the Pea (see
details in the "Arts" section below). Alumni, parents and friends are invited
to join us for dessert and conversation with director Rick Hornor, '70, prior
to the performance. Details and online registration can be found at www.
whitworth.edu/alumnievents.
And I hope you'll join us on Saturday, Nov. 6, for dessert prior to the jazz
concert featuring virtuoso jazz trumpeter Arturo Sandoval. Sandoval is a
four-time Grammy winner, a protégé of the legendary Dizzy Gillespie, and an
unparalleled performer, fluent in musical languages from bebop to classical.
Alumni, parents and friends are invited to hear from Sandoval and Director
of Jazz Studies Dan Keberle at the dessert. Details and online registration
can be found at www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents.
On the heels of a very successful Homecoming Weekend, we're looking
forward to more reunion groups coming to campus in the next year. The
classes of 1951 and 1961 are invited to celebrate their 60- and 50-year
reunions during Commencement Weekend 2011, May 13-15. Also, Associate
Professor Emeritus of Sociology Ron Frase will lead two more Central
America reunions on campus, reminiscing with the 1996 and 1993 groups
the weekends of June 24-26 and July 15-17, respectively. And while you
have your calendar out, save the date for Homecoming 2011, which will take
place the weekend of Sept. 23-25. We'll highlight the classes of 1991,2001
and 2006, celebrating their 20-, 10- and five-year reunions. In addition, we'll
welcome the classes of 1995-98 as well as all alumni from our swim teams.
And we look forward to seeing all of you chemistry and biology alumni as we
celebrate the grand opening of Robinson Science Hall.
I'm excited to announce the next international Core 650 tour for alumni,
parents and friends. This is a repeat of our wildly popular Exploring Paul's
Pioneering Pathways trip to Turkey with Bruner-Welch Professor of Theology
Jim Edwards, '67, and his wife, Janie, '66. The tour will leave on Monday,
May 16, and will return on May 29. All of the details are available at www.
whitworth.edu/turkey2011, or contact Director of Campaign Planning Tad
Wisenor, '89, at twisenor@whitworth.edu or 509.777.4401.
THE ARTS
Whitworth Theatre will present the delightful musical comedy Once Upon a
Mattress in Cowles Auditorium at 8 p.m. Oct. 15, 16, 22 and 23 and at 2
p.m. Oct. 17. (See details about our pre-play dessert above.) Here's the plot:
"Due to a most unusual and unpleasant curse, King Sextimus is unable to
speak. His less-than-charitable wife, Queen Aggravain, has usurped control
not only of the kingdom but also of the marital status of everyone in it. She
has decreed that only the princess who can pass a test she personally
designs may marry her son, Prince Dauntless. No one else may marry until
he does." Professor of Theatre Rick Hornor, '70, directs the actors in this
delightful musical, and Assistant Professor of Music Scott Miller wrangles
the singers. Admission is $8 for adults and $6 for students and seniors (62-
plus). Buy your tickets online at www.whitworth.edu/theatretickets, through
the theatre box office at 509.777.3707, or at the door.
As mentioned above, jazz giant Arturo Sandoval will perform with the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble at the group's annual fall guest artist concert on
Saturday, Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. Sandoval will also present
a jazz clinic on Friday, Nov. 5, at 5:15 p.m. in the music building recital hall.
The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble was the top scoring band at the 2010 Lionel
Hampton Jazz Festival and has also been honored as one of just two college/
university jazz bands selected from the six Northwest states to perform at
the Music Educators' All-Northwest Conference in Bellevue next February.
These cats can play!
RESOURCES
Are you pure GOLD? The Graduates of the Last Decade giving club focuses
on building financial support specifically from undergraduate alumni of the
last 10 years. Because you GOLD alums make up such a significant portion of
our alumni population, we're asking you to help current and future Whitworth
students by giving monthly or annually to The Whitworth Fund. It doesn't
take any more than the price of a trip to Starbucks each month to join Club
GOLD, and the membership comes with some perks, too. It's all explained
online at www.whitworth.edu/clubgold, and you alums from the class years
since 2000 should already have received, or will soon receive, your official
invitation to join the club. Thanks for your support!
SPORTS
Whitworth's cross country teams are ranked nationally as they speed into
the midpoint of the season. Tonya Turner, '11, has led the Pirate women by
finishing first among the Whitworth runners three races in a row. At the Eric
Anderson Invitational, in Spokane, Tonya was third overall while finishing
second behind a pair of varsity runners from WSU. The men have seen great
performances from Trevor Berrian, '12, and Aaron Jenkins, '12. After this
weekend's race, at the Willamette Charles Bowles Invitational (the largest
meet on the West Coast), the team will turn its attention to the Northwest
Conference championships Oct. 30.
Kalen Darling, '12, a member of the men's cross country and swimming
teams, won the USA U23 Elite Triathlon national title last weekend in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. He competed against the best triathletes from around the
United States, and his outstanding performance made him one to watch
for a future Olympic berth.
Whitworth football is 2-2 after a rousing 38-20 win over Lewis & Clark at
Homecoming..;ulle, our 12-year-old daughter, Lauren, and I joined alumni as
part of a huge Pine Bowl crowd that cheered the Bucs. Running back Adam
Anderson, '11, continues to break Whitworth records. He now has 45 career
touchdowns and 272 career points - both Pirate records that he hopes to
augment in this, his final season. On the defensive side, DE Jeff Erlenmeyer,
'11, and CB Cailen Thomason, '12, are having potential All-NWC seasons.
The women's soccer team made a big statement in the NWC by thumping
eight-time conference champion Puget Sound 4-0 last weekend. Sarah
Berentson, '12, has scored four goals in the last five games for the Pirates.
Whitworth followed up its big win over UPS with a 4-1 win over Pacific
Lutheran to improve to 6-3 overall and 4-1 in the NWC.
Men's soccer is 5-2-1 overall and 2-1-1 in the conference. Balance has been
the key to the Pirates' success, with no one player scoring more than two of
the team's 14 goals to date. But Cameron Bushey, '12, is setting up most of
the goals and has five assists so far this season.
With three wins in a row, the volleyball team has improved to 6-5 overall
and 3-1 in the NWC. The Pirates are undaunted at having to play five of their
first six NWC matches away from the Whitworth Fieldhouse and have set
themselves up to challenge for the NWC title. Kaimi Rocha, '13, is among the
NWC's leaders in kills per set, while Bree Riddle, '12, is also a conference
leader in assists per set.
The women's and men's golf teams began their fall seasons in style. The
women won the Pacific Fall Invitational, in Oregon, led by Emily Guthrie,
'13, the 2010 NWC Player of the Year, who picked up her first individual
title. The Pirate men posted their best-ever performance at the St. Martin's
University Invitational, which includes most of the nationally ranked NCAA
Div. II teams from the West Coast. Jesse Salzwedel, '14, finished among the
top 10 individually in a deep and talented field.
The tennis teams competed in the IA/USIA Fall Pacific Northwest regional
tournaments last weekend. Rachel Burns, '11, reached the semifinals, and
Alli Marshall, '12, made it to the quarterfinals during the women's tournament
at Whitman. Daniel Redfern, '13, advanced to the quarterfinals at the men's
tournament in Salem, Ore.
The Whitworth Heritage Gallery Hall of Fame Class of 2010 was inducted
during a breakfast ceremony prior to the Homecoming football game. The
class included Bryan Depew, '04, the all-time leading scorer in Whitworth
men's basketball history; John Gould, '90, the first soccer All-America player
in Whitworth history; Melanie (Kosin) McGlaughlin, '93, a cross country
All-America honoree and track & field standout; and Kevin Wang, '04, a
swimming national champion and NCAA Div. III record-setter.
STUDENT LIFE
The enthusiasm from Day One of the school year has carried into the student
body's fall programming. Bingo began the month, with $2,500 worth of
prizes for lucky players. The traditional Stewart Lawn Dance was a crazy
success, and Homecoming Weekend events rounded out the month of fun
as students participated in T-shirt decorating, pepper-eating contests, a visit
from comic Jay Malone, and the Homecoming game and dance. Large crowds
also assembled to hear the presentation STAND on Sexual Assault and the
program The Invisible Children, which helps raise awareness about children
forced into sex trafficking. Finally, Community Building Day, Whitworth's
longest-standing tradition, took place this month, ..;na 'nave than 900
students (along with 300-plus members of the faculty and staff) went out
into the Spokane community to participate in small-group service projects.
They concluded the event with a campus lunch, music, and speeches from
community leaders. What great students we have here at Whitworth!
Well, my plane is about to land in Spokane, home to the Taylor family for
the past three months. What an amazing welcome we've received from the
Whitworth community! Thanks for all of the cards, e-mails, Facebook-friend
requests, and cookies (yes, we even received homemade cookies shipped all
the wayfrom Southern California by one gracious alumna). One quick reminder:
Please join us for the inaugural festivities and Parents' Weekend, Oct. 11-17.
Former Whitworth presidents Bob Mounce, Art De Jong, and Bill Robinson will
join me as we celebrate Whitworth's amazing past, its courageous mission,
and our promising future at the inaugural ceremony on Oct. 15. Julie and I
hope to see you there. As always, please keep Whitworth in your prayers.
(4t
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SEPTEMBER 2010
An update from Whitworth University President Beck A.Taylor
This time of year is absolutely my favorite. The start of a new academic year
at Whitworth breathes new life and energy into our campus. There's noth-
ing like greeting 680-plus freshman and transfer students, along with their
families, to get your blood pumping! The scene last Saturday was an amazing
one to witness as hundreds of Whitworth volunteers eagerly met our newest
Whitworthians as they moved their belongings into their residence halls and
began the time-honored Traditiation process. Julie, the kids, and I also partici-
pated in our own Traditiation of sorts. We enjoyed watching and participating
in orientation events that emphasized our community and mission - Zach,
Lauren and Chloe especially appreciated my rendition of Iron Man during the
welcome skit on Saturday night (so that's what a university president does...
hmmm). In all seriousness, my family and I gained important insights into
what makes Whitworth such a special place to so many. Several of our newest
parents tasted a little of that Whitworth magic for the first time, too. Let me
share an excerpt from one parent's e-mail that I received at the end of the
weekend: "I spent six hours on Sunday driving home from Whitworth after
dropping off my only son as a freshman, and instead of feeling overwhelmed
with sadness and loss, I felt only gratitude. My gratitude stems from the
care you all took at making my son feel welcomed and preparing parents for
departure. I am truly awed by the many details that were thought of to help
with the transition. Each event felt well-planned and purposeful. Although I
came into the weekend feeling apprehensive that our son had made the right
selection in schools, I left Whitworth with a clear understanding that he is
now in a place that will challenge, inspire, nurture and educate him better
than any other university." Whitworth is truly a special place.
ACADEMICS
The Faculty Research and Development Committee supported these
Summer Research Fellows, who conducted scholarship in diverse areas:
Andy Hogue (Political Science) worked on a manuscript on the politics of
religion for Baylor University Press. Arlin Migliazzo (History) began his year-
long sabbatical project on the influence of Henrietta Mears in transforming
American evangelicalism. Roger Mohrlang (Theology) started work on a book
about the Apostle Paul. Karla Morgan (Economics) constructed a survey
to gather data about the influence of migration and remittances on the
economy in El Salvador. This kind of research greatly enriches the learning
experience for our students.
In the area of faith-learning integration, over the summer Terry Ratcliff
(Continuing Studies) and Mike Ingram (Academic Affairs) directed a work-
shop on the integration of faith and learning for adjunct faculty teaching in
the evening program. And in June, 10 faculty members invested three weeks
in examining the relationship of faith and learning in their roles as teachers,
mentors and scholars. The "Vocations of the Christian Professor" workshop
was led by Arlin Migliazzo (History), Angeles Aller (Spanish) and Mike Ingram.
Also, Whitworth received a $26,800 grant (the third in a series of three) from
the Servant's Heart Foundation to enhance faculty efforts to integrate faith
and learning. And finally, Janet Hauck (Archives) received a $2,500 grant
from the Wabash Center for Teaching and Learning in Theology and Religion
that will allow her to work with theology faculty to integrate student use of
Whitworth's theological archives into their courses.
At the May Dean's Brunch, faculty recognized these peers for their
outstanding teaching: Lyle Cochran (Math): Academic Challenge Award; Mike
Sardinia, '87 (Biology): Academic Mentoring Award; Kerry Breno (Chemistry):
Collaborative Teaching Award; Kathryn Picanco (Education): Dean's Junior
Faculty Award, Fred Johnson (English): Innovative Teaching Award.
Congratulations to Dr. Debbie Tully (Evening Teacher Certification) and
Dr. Nathan Moyer, '04 (Mathematics), who recently defended their dis-
sertations, "In Their Own Words: Moral Development of High School Seniors
Engaged in Community Service" (Tully) and "A Knapsack-Type Cryptographic
System Using Algebraic Number Rings" (Moyer), at Washington State Uni-
versity. Those two dissertation topics capture Whitworth's mind-and-heart
mission pretty well, I'd say.
This summer, math and computer science faculty worked long hours with
students on these important projects: Kent Jones (Computer Science), Na-
than TeGrotenhuis, '12, and Jeremy Wiuff, '11, worked to develop an updated
version of a biologically inspired machine learning tool that would use genetic
algorithms to create and investigate the properties of networks that emulate
the computational characteristics of biological neural networks. Deanna
Ojennus (Chemistry) and Finn Pond (Biology) worked with Christopher Frick,
'12, and Elizabeth Wall, '11, to present a conference poster, "Purification of
R body proteins RebA, RebB, RebC, and RebD for structural studies," at the
65th Northwest Regional Meeting and 22nd Rocky Mountain Regional Meeting
of the American Chemical Society. Kamesh Sankaran (Physics) worked with
students Marc Rollins and Ben Hamming, both '12, to develop a method for
optimizing the trajectory of a spacecraft to reduce the time and fuel required
for a mission to a nearby asteroid, and then applying it to evaluate various
existing and proposed propulsions systems. Kerry Breno (Chemistry) worked
with Jared Onley, '11, and Tyler Bland, '12, to synthesize novel organometal-
lic hydroxy complexes, which are promising candidates for green oxidation
catalysts and could be useful in industry. And Betty Williams (Education/
Lindaman Chair) and Susan Mabry (Computer Science) worked with Stefan
Dernbach, Josiah Donor, and Chelsea Zink, all '11, to refine instruments and
software that will assist pediatricians and other professionals in the initial
identification of children who are at risk for autism spectrum disorder and
assist in the monitoring of their progress to determine effective treatments.
ALUMNI/PARENTS/EVENTS
For alumni well established in their fields, recent graduates, and everyone
in between, we'll be holding regional networking events - in Spokane on
Thurs., Sept. 23, and in Seattle on Thurs., Nov. 11. Details for the Spokane
event are available at www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents, and specifics for
the Seattle event are coming soon. Grab your business cards and join us!
Whitworth's presidential inaugurations are few and far between, and that's a
good thing. However, when we do install a new president, it presents a great
opportunity for the university to lift up its mission. That's why I'd like to invite
you to participate in the Inaugural Week events planned around our theme,
"Celebrating a Community of Courage." We would love for you to attend the
programs scheduled for Oct. 11-16, including the inaugural ceremony and
banquet on Oct. 15. All of the details are at www.whitworth.edu/inauguration.
On Saturday, Oct. 2, Director of Campaign Planning Tad Wisenor, '89, will
host a halftime reception in Northern California as the Pirates take on the
Oaks of Menlo College. And on Saturday, Oct. 9, Assistant Director of Alumni
& Parent Relations Kari Dykhouse, '08 M.Ed., will host a pre-game feast in
Puyallup at The RAM Restaurant. We'll then head over to Sparks Stadium and
watch the Pirates take on the Lutes of PLU. Please register for the pre-game
feast at www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents. Tickets for the games at Menlo
and PLU can be purchased at the gate.
Homecoming 2010 is coming! Alumni from every class are invited to join us
for the second annual Alumni Frisbee Game in The Loop on Saturday morn-
ing. Or grab a cup of coffee from the Mind & Hearth and come cheer on your
classmates. Then join us for a tour, an all-campus picnic, and refreshments
at the alumni tent during the football game. We're excited to honor our 2010
Alumni Award winners at the banquet on Saturday night. And we're also
celebrating the five-, 10- and 20-year milestones of the classes of 2005,
2000 and 1990 as well as those of affinity groups from CooIWhip and The
Whitworthian. To see the full schedule of Homecoming Weekend events and to
register for the banquet and childcare, visit www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.
The ideal time for moms and dads to return to campus and visit their
Whitworth students is Parents' Weekend, Oct. 15-17. The weekend will
include performances of Whitworth Theatre's fall production, Once Upon a
Mattress (in which Carol Burnett made her Broadway debut, in 1959), as well
as volleyball matches against PLU and UPS. There also will be opportunities
for my wife, Julie, and me to meet with parents and to re-connect with some
of you I met during move-in weekend. Parents are invited to come a day
early and join in the Inauguration Week festivities. Visit www.whitworth.edu/
parentsweekend for more information about Parents' Weekend.
THE ARTS
It seems early, I know, but Christmas is just around the corner (at least
that's what 3-year-old Chloe tells me). And that means that Whitworth's
Christmas Festival concerts are already scheduled. We know you'll want to
join us for this annual Whitworth tradition at which we kick off the Christmas
season with beautiful choral and instrumental music, presented by our gifted
student-musicians. Tickets are $18 for regular admission; $15 for students
and seniors 62 and up. Concerts will take place Saturday, Dec. 4, at 7 p.m.,
at First Presbyterian Bellevue; Sunday, Dec. 5, at 3 p.m., at First Presbyte-
rian Seattle, and Friday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m., as well as Saturday, Dec. 11, at
3 p.m. and 7 p.m., at First Presbyterian Spokane. I hope you can join us as we
Taylors experience our first Whitworth Christmas. We're looking forward to it.
Frosh on Stage, our annual production by freshman and transfer students,
will be directed this year by Nick Kemner, '11. The performances will take
place Sunday, Oct. 3, at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. Admission is $1. For more infor-
mation, please contact Theatre Department AssistantJennifer Toulouse-Lee
at 509.777.4592 or jtoulouse-lee@whitworth.edu.
CONTINUING STUDIES
In the span of just one year, Whitworth Continuing Studies quickly outgrew
its University District location in the Sirti Building in downtown Spo-
kane. With three new classrooms sporting the latest technology, Whitworth's
new U-District location is conveniently located across the street from Sirti,
in the Riverfront Office Park. The program, which caters to working adults
by offering evening degree programs in an accelerated format, went from
its inaugural enrollment of 24 students last fall to more than 100 students
last month. Currently, 28 percent of Whitworth's evening undergraduate
population attends classes at the U-District location.
COSTA RICA CENTER
STUDENT LIFE
Our 150 student leaders were trained and ready for the onslaught of new and
returning students as Orientation Week began Sept. 4. The 2010 Orientation
Week theme was "Science! Probing the Possibilities of the Mind & Heart,"
and students found lots opportunities for exploring their new learning and
living laboratories during this important week.
ATHLETICS
Whitworth football boasts 90 players this fall. The Pirates opened against
nationally ranked Hardin-Simmons (Texas) at home last weekend. The Bucs
were tough, but Hardin-Simmons was tougher (this time). The Pirates play
six of their remaining nine games on the road. Seniors Layton Brown and Jeff
Erlenmeyer lead the strong Pirate defense. Senior Zack Clow, a first team
All-NWC punter, has expanded his repertoire and is starting at tight end.
Volleyball returns six key players and has added several highly regarded
newcomers. Senior Randi Stephens was one of the conference's leading
blockers last season, and her defense will again be key. Juniors Kaimi and
Ka'ipo Rocha (yes, folks - they're twins) provide the offensive fireworks.
Men's soccer is looking for a fourth consecutive trip to the NCAA DIII tour-
nament. The Pirates have 37 players on the roster, the largest men's soccer
team in school history. Senior Travis Gutierrez leads a talented young team.
Junior Justin Meyer is the leading returning scorer for the Bucs.
Women's soccer returns several key components from a squad that finished
17-3 a year ago. Seniors Sidonia Davin and Elizabeth Mattila, both All-NWC
Crr*P Rica renter Director Lindy Scott reports that the major renovations selections in 2009, will lead what figures to be a dangero.is 2ttau,
to the center were complete by the time students arrived the first week
in September. The fall group will study courses in Latin American culture, Women's cross country returns its top four runners from a team that finished
Spanish linguistics, environmentalism and human rights, and Core 350 sixth in the nation in 2009. Junior Dana Misterek and sophomore Joy Shufeldt
(worldview studies), and many will be doing independent studies. They've are returning All-Americans.
also set up some fantastic internships with immigrants, at art museums, and The men's cross country squad missed qualifying for nationals last season
in after-school programs. We expect to have a full group of 30-plus freshmen by THIS much. The Pirates return several key runners from last season,
admitted with honors for Jan Term, followed by 20-25 in the spring. I look including senior Nick Gallagher and junior Aaron Jenkins.
forward to my visit to the center in January.
RESOURCES
The Whitworth Phonathon begins this month, and our students will reach out
to as many of you as possible. These students represent the Whitworthians
you support with your gifts to The Whitworth Fund, and they take their role
seriously. They can also provide you with a great link to your past. Audrey,
one of the 2009-10 student callers, says, "My best Phonathon connection
was with a gentleman who had the same love for Bon Jovi as I do. He had me
laughing to the point of tears; amazing conversation." Even if you don't share
their love for '80s hair metal bands, it takes just a few minutes to share a
story and make a gift - and maybe to make a friend. Learn more about this
program, and about our callers, at www.whitworth.edu/phonathon.
The Robinson Science Hall project is steaming along. The crane came down
this week, and the building will be fully enclosed long before any winter
weather might hit. (Perhaps I should rephrase that.) While we are still on
target for our fall 2011 opening, we are also actively seeking the final $1.9
million necessary to complete funding for the facility. You can make a gift
to this most significant academic building, find out more details, and track
construction progress via webcam, at www.whitworth.edu/scienceinitiative.
Orientation Weekend, the start of classes and fall convocation provide a
tremendous boost of energy as we move forward into the fall semester. But
as I look ahead to Inauguration Week and to the fall board meeting, I can't
help but think of one figure who will be missing - Whitworth trustee, donor
and friend Bill Welch, who passed away in early July. Bill's formal relation-
ship with Whitworth was relatively brief, but it was deep and transformative.
He and his wife, Peggy, strongly supported and encouraged Whitworth's
commitment to the integration of Christian faith and learning. We will cer-
tainly remember and celebrate Bill's extraordinary life on Oct. 14, when Jim
Edwards, '67 (Theology), presents the inaugural Bruner-Welch Lecture. But
I hope we celebrate Bill's faithfulness, and the singular object of his faith -
Jesus Christ - every day as we equip our students to honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity. Thank you for all you do to support us in that mission.
